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DIAGRAM! 2 

Business and Technical Graphics 
The first /I smart" drawing program designed specifically 
for information graphics-and the business and 
technical professionals who create them. 

• Object-oriented/CASE graphics 

• Documentation and training graphics 
• General purpose business graphics 
• "Pro" version includes Clip Art library 

TASKMASTER 

Project and Resource Management 

A completely integrated solution for serious project 
management-from software development to factory 
production. 

• Interactive task outliner and Gantt chart 
• Drag/drop resource aSSignment 
• MacProject & Microsoft Project compatible 
• PERT graphics auto-generated by Diagram! 2 

CONCURRENCE 2 
Coming in Q2 '94 

Presentation and Outlining 
A complete package providing all the power you need to 
create polished presentations-from 3Smm slides and 
overheads to viewgraphs and on-line briefings. 

• Integrated outliner for brainstorming ideas 

• Reads/writes PowerPoint and Persuasion files 
• Drag/drop text editing, with spell checker 
• Accepts over 30 standard image formats 

WETPAINT 

Image Painting and Manipulation 
A powerful addition to your suite of design tools-for 
stunning effects in presentations, custom user interfaces 
and graphic design. 

• Supports TIFF, PS, EPS and RIB formats 
• Extensive collection of tools and filters 
• Explicit support for third party extensions 

• Adobe Photoshop capabilities for NEXTSTEP! 

For a free CD-ROM of demo software, write info@lighthouse.com or call 1-800-366-2279. 
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2929 Campus Drive Suite 250 
San Mateo, CA 94403 
415/570-7736 or 800/366-2279 
415/570-7787 (fax) 
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Westle WordPerlecf 
Futz with FrameMaker 
Or simply use Pages'" 

"Pages represents a breakthrough 
in document processing that should appeal 

to users at all levels" 
NeX1YVORLD] LI11.e 1993 

• 
"Instant Pages - just add coment... watch fu lly formed pages take 
shape before your very eyes" 

"What you see is what you really wanted._. 
Publish Magazine 

Pages is one of the best arguments for NeXT" 
Esther Dyson, Release 1_0 

"Impressive user interface ... the system offers a lot of 
irmovative ideas and solid functLonality" 

((Awesome in its simplicity" 
Bove & Rhodes Report • 

Call now for our pecial ifltroductory offer 

800 5335 

by Pages 
Pages Software (nc, 9755 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92124 USA 
Pages is a rrademark of Pages Sof(ware Inc 
WordPerfect i5 a trademark of WordPelfecr, Inc. Fr.trneMaker i5 a trademark of Frame Technology Co!]: 
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lOG: WORlUIDI 
N,XTWORLD 1$. public.non oflnternanonal Dam Group, the 
world's larges t pubiJsher oi computer·related infomtatlon and the 
le.ding global provider of mformation services on intorlmllon 
technology. Imrnmio"al Data Group publlshes over 194 COm-
p",er pubhcaoons m 61 countries. Forry million people read one 
Or mo[e Imcmational Data Group Pl1blicarions each month. 
Imcmauon,l Data Group's pubhcations mclude: ARGEl\TTJ-
NA'S Computerworld Argentina, Infowodd Argennna; ASINS 
Computerworld Hong Kong , PC World Hong Kong, 
Compu rerwo rld SoutheaS! Asia, PC \'("orld Singapore, 
Computerworld Malarsi., PC World Malaysia; AUSTRAHA'S 
Compmerworld Aumal!a, Auslralian PC Wo rld, Australian 
Macworld, :--.rem·ork World, Reseller, IDG Sources; AUSTRIA'S 
Computerwch Omerreich, PC T M; BRAZIl'S Compurerworld, 
Mundo fBM, Mundo Unix, PC World, Publish; BULGARJNS 
Computerworld Bulg' ria, &hworld, PC & Mac World Bulgaria; 
CANA DA'S Dl[cct Aces., Grad uare Campurerworld, 
InioCanada, Nctwork World C!ruda; CHlLE'S Computetworld, 
Infonnattca; COLOMBIA'S (ompurcrworld Columbia; CZECH 
REPUBUCS Compmerworld, Elektronika, PC World; DEN-
MARK'S CAD/CAM WORLD, CommunICatIOns World, 
Compurerwo:ld Danmark, LOTUS World , Maci nrash 
Pmdukrkatalog, Macworld Danmark. PC World Danma,k, PC 
World Prodllkrg llide, Windows World; ECUADOR'S PC World; 
EGYPT'S Computerworld Middle EaSt, PC World _v!iddle EaS!; 
F1NLA.t\ID'S MikroPC, Ttetol'iikko, Tieraverkko; FRANCE'S 
Distnbllnque, GOLDEN MAC, InfoPC, Lmguages & Systems, 
Le GOlde du Monde Informatique, L, Mond, lnformarique, 
Te iecoms & Rescaux; GERMANY'S Computerwochc, 
CompurerwlXhe Focus, (o",+,urenvoche Extr', Compurerwoche 
Karriere, Informati on Management, MacIVeit, CIImwelt, PC 
Welt, PC Woche, Publish, Unil; HUNGARY'S Alaplap, 
Compmerworld SZ , PC World; INDlA"S Computers & 
CammunKanons; ISRAEJ:S Compurerworld Israel, PC World 
Israel; ITALY'S Comp uterworld Iralia, Lotus Magau ne, 
Ma<world Italia, <lworking Itaua, PC World Italia; j.\PAN'S 
Cnmpmerworld Jap.n, ;v!acworld Japan, SunWorid Japan, 
Windows World: KENYA'S East Ai,ican CampUler News; 
KOREA'S Compurerworld Korea, 1acworld Korea, PC World 
Kore., ME.XICO'S Compu Edtcion, 0Jmpu Manuf.ctura, 
CompulaCion/Punto de Verm, CmnpUlerworid Mexico, 

MUlldo Unex, PCWodd, Window>; THE NETHER-
LA:®'S Computer! Toraal, LAK Magaline, MacWorld; NEW 
ZEALAND'S Computer Listings, Computerwocld New Zealand, 
New Z<aland PC World; NIGERJA' PC World AfnC.1; KOR· 
WI>cY'S Computerworld Norge, Cll).7orld, Lmusworld Norge, 
Macworld Norge, N<rworld, PC World Ekspress, PC World 
Norge, PC World's PtOOLKt Guide, Pubhsh World, Studem Dara, 
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IflGH TECH BEIJING'S Ne .... Proouct World; IDG SHEN-
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Cmnpurenvorld, PC World; POLo\ND'S Compurerworld Poland, 
PC WoridlKompurer; PORruGA.l:S CerebrolPC World, Correia 
Informaticr»'Computerworld, Mad n; ROMANIA'S PC World; 
RUSSIA'S Computerworld-Moscow, Mir - PC, Sery; SLOV£-
KIA'S Monitor Magazine; SOUTH AfRICA'S Computing S.A.; 
SPAIN'S Amiga World, Comput<rworld Espana, 
Communicariones World, Macworld Esp. na, NeXTWORW, 
PC World Espana, Publish, un World; S'«IEDEN'S Arrack, 
CompurerSweden, Corporate Computing, Wkala NarverklLAN, 
Lotus World, Mi'cC&PC, Macworld, Mlkrooarorn, PC World, 
Publishing & Design (CAl'), Datalngenjorcn, Maxi Data, 
Windows World; SWITZERLAND'S Compute tlVorid Schweiz, 
Macworld Scbw.iz, PC & Workstal ion; TAIWAN'S 
Compurerworld Taiwan, Global Computer Express, PC World 
Taiwan; THALLAND'S Thai Computerworld; TURKEY'S 
Computerworld Monitor, Macworld Turkiye, PC World Turloye; 
UKRAl 'E'S Computerworld; UNfTED KfNGDOM'S Lotus 
Magazine, Macw<lrld, Sun World; UNITED STATEs' 
A mig. World. Ca ble III tbe Classroom, CD Review, ClO, 
Computerworld, Desktop Video World, DOS Resource Guide, 
Electronic News, Federal Com purer Week, Federal Integrator, 
GamePro, IDG Books, lnfoworJd, fnfoworld Direct, Laser Evem, 
M.cworld, Mulrimedia World, N<lwork Work!, NeXlWORW, 
PC Games, PC letter, PC World, Publish, Sumeria, SunWor!d, 
SWA TPro, Video Eve",; VE.NEZUELA'S Compurerworld 
Venezllela, MicroC"mputcrworid Venezuela; VIETNAM'S PC 
World Vietn,m. 
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NEXT WORLD 

a s NeXT seeks to increase its income in areas outside its core 
.l system-software business, it is beginning to find itself in com-

petition with its own partners. Here's a typical story. 
A corporation in the Northeast, having recently purchased 

I a substantial number of NEXTSTEP seats, needs to establish a program for 
training its developers to use the softvvare. One of NeXT's Object Channel 
partners submits a bid for a comprehensive training program. It turns out, 
however, that NeXT's own Professional Services group wants the training 
contract for itself. 

The partner is in a quandary. It could 
choose to compete by offering its services at 
a discounted price. But doing so would antag-
onize the local NeXT sales force, which needs 
that business to meet its quota for services 
revenue. At the same time, the partner needs 
to maintain a close working relationship with 
the sales force so it will be brought in on con-
sulting and integration contracts for other cus-
tomers. 

Result: The partner quietly Twithdraws its 
bid, thereby losing out on a substantial rev-
enue opportunity. 

What we have here is a classic case of channel conflict. NeXT needs 
partners to help support its sales. It also needs revenues in the very same 
business segments that provide a living for the partners. This is already an 
issue in the services sector, and we can expect to see more conflict in the 
future in other areas, such as application software. 

For the hard-pressed partners, the solution is simple: NeXT should stick 
to its core business of developing and selling NEXT STEP and leave the 
aftermarket opportunities for third-party suppliers. In this case, however, 
simple is also simplistic. Why shouldn't NeXT have the opportunity to en-

hanee its revenue base( More to the point, why shouldn't customers have as 
many options as possible, comparing offerings on the basis of quality and price? 

The view from here is that competition is good, as long as the playing 
field is level. In the training example, the field is skewed in NeXT's favor. 
The parmer is at a disadvantage because of the need to maintain a close 
relationship with the NeXT sales force. The customer is at a disadvantage 
because it has fewer choices of suppliers. 

To level the field, NeXT should decouple the sale of l\T£XTSTEP from 
the sale of aftermarket services. This process may entail establishing sepa-

rate sales forces for separate products and 
services. Or it could set different commis-
sion structures for the different lines of 
business. 

Despite the grumbling from its partners, 
it is not necessary for NeXT to provide a 
protected market for its third parties. But it 
does need to provide a fair market. 

In the end, it is not just a question of fair 
play. It is also a matter of strategic impor-
tance for NeXT. Yes, NeXT needs multiple 
revenue streams. But it also requires a strong 

cast of financially secure partners. 
Channel conflict is nothing unique to the NeXT market. Vendors on 

other computer platforms have struggled with the issue of competing with 
their own partners in application software and other aftermarket segments. 
The key to the solution is recognizing the problem and carefuUy managing 
the channel so that everyone is able to compete on an equal basis. 

As long as NeXT is seen as one among a group of suppliers, without an 
inside track, then everyone can win - most of all the customer. • 

D A ; R UB Y is NeXTWORLD's editor in chief 

High resolution, true 
color for the NeXTStep 

computing environment. 

Starved for high 
quality images in 
your NeXTSTEP 
environment? 
Hungry for high 
resolution? Crave 24-bit color? Then look 
no further. 

Only mira can give you graphics cards 
to meet the most demanding applications 
under NeXTStep. With the miroCRYSTAL 
325 you can enjoy the best your system has 
to offer. 

With a powerful 4MB of VRAM and 
our bulletproof NeXTStep driver, the 
miroCIWSTAL 32s allows you to drive your 
display at 1024 x 768 pixels resolution 
,vith full 24-bit color (16.7 million colors). 
Or display at an eye-popping 1408 x 1024 
pixels at 65,536 colors. Either way, we're 
ready to give you the high performance 
graphics you need. 

Call today and get ready to enjoy 
true high performance graphics! 

CBI1800-882-5878 
Please refer to source code: NXT 

The miiD 'loTle, logo and m roCRYST AL 32s are reg'Sle<ed Irademar'<.s d lTli'O Com:;u;er Droru:ls Inc ,ol,lI ctner I'ao(;113:'Is arE lne 
prop€Ity 0' Iheir respectrlE owner;; © 1994 mro COO"r:uter Products, Ire 955 CwmercJai , Pa:o Mo, CA 94303, FOliecrrlCGi 
Inforllatiorl car ,·&x)'249·MIRO 

Dealer inquiries welcome, 
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LET T E R S 

Smarter than that 
Regarding your review of Stayln-
Touch 1.25 in the Janu.ary 1994 issue 
("Contact Sports"), we found the 
following inaccuracies: 

I StayIn Touch has compact win-
dows (expert windows) just like 
SBook does, available in the version 
reviewed. 

I StayInTouch can import from 
a variety of sources, the system is con-
figurable, and it sports an import 
language that affords absolute con-
trol over how data is imported into 
the application. If Stayin Touch doesn't 
import a particular data format, it 
has always been our policy to pro-
vide the customer with either a free 
data conversion or a means to con-
vert the data. 

• StayIn Touch has no artificial 
limit on the amoum of data that it 
can import (beyond computer speed 
and available memory). Our in-house 
workouts routinely test with data-
bases that contain oveI 15,000 re-
cords (4.19J\!1B address files) , and 
we have not experienced any of the 
of the choking problems implied in 
the review. Version 2.0, which shipped 
in February, introduces more eHi-

cient file loading; our 1S,OOO-record 
file takes less than a minute to load. 

• Sta yIn Touch not only recog-
nizes U.S. addresses and phone num-
bers, but Canadian 
and British formats 
as well. Other Euro-
pean countries with 
similar addressing 
formats may work as 
well. The software 
also provides intelli-
gent dialing for in-
ternational phone 
numbers. 

I No software 
application that dials 
a phone with a 
modem "knows" 
when a voice call is 
finished. The article 
implies that SBook 
can detect this con-
dition and reset [he 
port. StaylnTouch 
2. ° corrects the 
inconvenience of 
having to reset the lock before mak-
ing a new call. 

I StayInTouch has always al-
lowed users to alphabetize each entry 
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in any way that they see fit. They 
have complete control of sort orders 
by either the name field or the brows-
er's record label. 

As for your posi-
tioning of our prod-
uct, your evaluation 
in no way represents 
the product empha-
sis or the market 
orientation of Stay-
In Touch. If a user 
seeks a certain fea-
ture that our prod-
uct does not offer, 
then a competitor's 
product may be a 
better choice for that 
particular user, re-
gardless of catego-
rization. The end 
user can make a very 
competent evalua-
tion of which prod-
uct is better for his 
needs - demos are 
free for rhe asking. 

This decision is not NeXTWORLD's 
to make or endorse. 

I encourage you to focus on the 
comprehensive fearures and benefits 
afforded to users of any reviewed 
product. Your PC-counterpart pub-
lications seem to do this well. 

J\1ANUEL ALBERT RrCART 
President, SmartSofr 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

\\7 e stand by the review, which was 
based on the four beta versions of 
StaylnTouch 1.2S that we worked 
with over the period of a month. The 
features described were either not in 
place 01' not working. Given the di-
versity of the NEXTSTEP market, 
we believe it is the magazine's job to 
eualuate applications on the basis 
of their appropriateness for different 
market segments. - NW 

UHimate upgrade path 
I own a NeXT cube with tons of ex-
pensive peripherals and software. I 
have used the Cube as a home com-
puter for daily use and for business 
for two-and-a-half years with no has-
sles at all. 

The only wish I had for my Cube 
I is color and maybe more processing 

power, but to upgrade from 2511Hz 
to 33MHz is not really necessary. So 
'vvhy do I have to buy a new box just 
to get color, especially when the box 

is near-equally powered and the al-
ternative means "Intel inside"? Re-
member the idea behind a black Cube. 
The simplest upgrade path ever -
change just one board, nodling more. 
The chassis of the Cube was built 
for the future, not the garbage. 

Why is there no company that 
will construct a Pentium board to fit 
in the Cube - and SPARC, PA-RISe, 
and PowerPC boards later? I'm not 
alone with my Cube. Some thousands 
of other users would love to upgrade 
to the next generation of processors. 

The marriage with Sun and 
NeXT is a big step forward, but a 
port to PowerPC would be even more 
interesting because the hardware 
should be less expensive. I look for-
ward to the marriage of NeXT and 
Apple. That would be the last big 
deal of the century. 

Don't good old NeXT custom-
ers deserve a bonus or goody? 

MARTIN BACHMANN 
Lucerne, Switzerland 

Early adopter 
In my house, the "reading room» 
happens to be the bathroom. So 
when my son, Levi, who we are 
potty training, sat down, picked up 
NeXTWORLD, opened it up, and 
acted like he was reading it, I just had 
to take a picture and send it to you. 
I guess you could say that NeXT 
users aren't made, they're born. 

JERALD DAWSON 
Chicago 

NeXJWORLDweJcomes your comments. 
Please mail them to Letters at NeXT· 

501 Second St, San Francisco, 
CA 94107, or e-mail them to letters@ 
nextworid.com. 
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PURCHASING DECISIONS 

SINCE THE BLEACHING OF NEXT, MORE THAN 50 INTEL-BASED PC MANUFAC-
turers have announced NEXTSTEP compatibility, offering upward of 200 
different configmations. Corporate IS managers have, in turn, been faced 
with the dizzying chore of establishing evaluation methods to find the brands 
and configurations that best meet their needs. 

!vIany buyers have set up formal laboratory testing procedures, by 
whjch NEXTSTEP jocks run benchmark packages on the machines, put the 
boxes through elaborate 110 stress tests, and generally try their best to hang 
and crash the systems. Many hardware makers claim smooth NEXTSTEP 
capability but few actually provide itj testers found that many pes ran 
NEXTSTEP poorly or not at all. 

. ('We spent about six months evaluating vendors who were touting sys-
tems as being able to run NEXTSTEP," says John Keazirian, executive vice-
president for NationsBanc-CRT, a Chicago-based derivatives-trading firm. 
The lab ran software applications, measured video refresh, performed 
throughput stress testing, compared the ease of loading NEXTSTEP, counted 
how many times the machines crashed or hung - and on and on. 

. After settling on the brand that held up best tmder the firm's testing, 
NationsBanc worked with the vendor to provide the configt!rations.that met 
the organization's particular criteria for memory, disk space, monitor type, 
and a few other technical requirements specific to the firm's custom-appli-
cations deployment. 

Testers say that benchmark packages, such as Drive Performance and 
NXBench, are an alternative to in-house testing procedures and provide 
users with some, but not all, of the measurements they need. 

"Certain motherboards are slow, for example, and others will scream, 
so some of these dhrystone tests do uncover things like that," says Steve 
Bonsid, consulting systems engineer for Stratus Computer, a 1vlarlboro, Mas-
sachusetts-based maker of fault-tolerant computers. 

IMPORrAHT FACTORS CITED BY BUVtRS Of But endless testing and measuring is 
" NEXTSTEP FOR 1Nm. HARDWARE not the only way to evaluate Intel comput-

• PEl\lIUM UPGRADEABIIJTY ers says William Young, senior systems 
, • CACHE SIZE engineer at Trident Data Systems, a lang-

• VIDEO-DISPLAY SIZE AND standing NEXTSTEP integrator in Los 
NUMBER OF PJXELS Angeles. 

• WINDOWS COMPATIBILITY "You could have done almost all that 
AND PERFORMANCE 1 1 

• 2.88MB FLOPPY DRIVE on paper," he says. 'J would probab Y lave 
• ETHERNET, SCSI, Al\TI 

CD-ROM PERFORMANCE 
• SPEED OF LOADING 

NEXTSTEP 

sent out the madlines more quickly to cus-
tomers for feedback on running the systems 
in their environments." 

NeXT is taking steps to support both 
• CRASH-RECOVERY AND F1LE- customers and manufacturers on white 

PROTECllO . SYSTEMS hardware, according to Bob Lawton, who, 
• PERFORMANCE RLJN:'.1JNG h 1 as NeXT's strategic tee no ogy manager, r...'EXTSTEP APPLlCATIO;-.lS '--_______ ---' is in charge of putting NEXTSTEP onto 

Intel machines. Much of the success that any given brand and configuration 
will have running NEXTSTEP depends on how well NeXT and its vendors 
work together. 

In the future, buyers will see four levels of endorsement from NeXT for 
Intel hardware brands. The first, of course, is nothing at all: no stickel'S, 
logos, or any other indication from NeXT that it knows how well NEXT-
STEP will tun on that particular machine. This does not mean NEXTSTEP 
won t work, or even work well; it just means NeXT has not tested the brand 
or its configurations. 

One of the most common sights will probably be stickers that identify 

brands as NEXTSTEP Compatible. In this ca e tl vendors have tested 
their own sy terns for compatIbility and listed the results with NeXT. But 
NeXT will not claim any speciat expertise about the compatibility of these 
brands. 

NeXT offers the most security for machines classified as NEXTSTEP 
Certified and NEXTSTEP Installed. This classification is for brands and 
configurations that NeXT has studied, tested, debugged, approved, and 
agreed to support. Under the terms of a new policy announced in January, 
NeXT will provide 30 days of free support to customers who buy one of 
tbe certified configurations. 

"If you install a certified system and you have a problem with it, then 
we own the problem," Lawton says. 

Lawton stresses that NeXT is not interested in rating the boxes on spe-
cific details of performance - whether one machine is faster than another 
on a given benchmark. Strict performance issues arise from particular user 
needs, he says. 

When testing machines, experienced buyers say that they are also test-
ing the manufacturers themselves. How closely and attentively the vendor 
works with the buyer during the evaluation period is an important concern 
for most buyers, and it reveals much about the vendor. 

"A lot of the vendors we've dealt with were just disorganized and clue-
less," says Bonsid. "I'm not going to chase anyone to give them my busiM 

ness, because I know once they sell me something, I'm going to be chasing 
them every time I need them." 

These concerns only point to historic differences found in the PC and 
workstation worlds. Architecturally, these Intel boxes are PCs. 
But NEXTSTEP users do not buy pes, high-end or otherwise - they buy 
workstations. It's not just a niggling matter of nomenclature; it's a critical 
distinction. 

"The more vendors can make the PC experience more like buying a 
Sun or an HP workstation, the more they can attract enterprise-type cus-
tomers," says Trident's Young. "We're looking for a whole package-we 
don't want to get into the business of swapping cards; or stocking them, and 
having people who worry about that stuff.)) 

Customers say that NEXTS1EP users will help force changes in the Intel 
market t as vendors will have to begin selling more integrated systems. Users 
will also reap big benefits . 

As the market evolves, information strategists must consider the up-
coming NEXTSTEP RISe machines from major companies like Hewlett-
Packard and Sun Microsystems. Young, for example, ha seen working 
prototypes of HP's NEXTSTEP-ready RISC computer - and he's impre sed. 

"They're nothing but fast," Young says. "But, as nice as they are, we 
need machines now." And "now ' means Intel. 

Bonsid says it's more critical for his film, with offices 011 several conti-
nents, to stick with the platform that's easiest and least expensive to SUppOlt 
worldwide - and he believes tllat Intel will remain the world's standard. 

Overall, customers say that buying NEXTSTEP for Intel machines is 
more than just a hardware, SUppOlt, or standardization decision - it's a 
systems decision. "Generally it isn't the benchmarks or having the largest 
screen or anything like that," says Young. "It's the whole package.' • 

by PAUL KARON 

Real World is a continuing series that looks at the nuts-and-bolfs issues of 
implementing NEXTSTEP solutions in large organizations. 
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COMM UN ITY 

Chaos or Control? 
C O MME N TARY 

WORKSTAllON 2000 HAS SOLD HUNDR£DS OF PRElOAD ED 1Nm. -BASED WORKSTAllONS INTO SOME OF NEXT's LMGESi 
accounts. As aninfonned player in the mariretplace, I also hear from a lot of people who purchasel! 
NEXTSTEP and a PC clone and became frustrated with their difficulties in loading the operating . ' 
tern. Some even give up and just load Windows, muttering that NEXTSltP is an impossible OS. I WOJlo-

der if these unhappy potential users are hurting NeXT at a time when growth is so important. 
Currently, anyone with a valid resale certificate can purchase NEXTSTEP from a disbibutor, , 

install it on a system, and resell it preinstalled on a '486 or Pentium. A lot of the calls that we 
asking for help come from this quarter. customers who have bought systems from small vendoo ' 
with limited NEXTSTEP expertise. Both these unhappy customers and inexperienced vendors 
NEXTSTEP's reputation in the marketplace. 

So the question arises: Should NeXT continue to allow unrestricted sales of NEXTSTEP? 11te 
answer is still yes. 

NeXT has already taken steps toward restricting distribution by classifying systems preloaded 
by the manufacturer as "certified," while other NEXTSlIP-compatibie systems are merely "listed" 
NeXT. According to NeXT, the different ratings affect how vigorously NeXT wiD stand by its OS on that 
particular machine. But which machines make the certified list seems to depend less on how wei 
the hanlware runs NEXTSlEP than the PC-market presence of its manufacturer. This mar1<eting reality ' 
offers few benefits to the end user. 

Large PC manufacturers (Compaq, Dell, and so forth) think in tenns of millions of units, not tens. 
of thousands. The PC marketplace (dominated by DOS, Windows, and other future large viruses] is huge, 
and will continue to dwalf the UNIX marketplace in the foreseeable future. And even within the UNIX mar· 

- - -

ketplace, NEXTSTEP is well positioned but. has 
limited acceptance in comparison with malilet 
leaders like HP and Sun • 

Given these current realities, NOOS1EP. Joo. . 
guish on the shelf because of neglect and a Jacka 
energetic marketing by PC manufacturers.1beJ 
will always put their resources tom where thi 

This fact becomes clearer when you look at 
NeXT's target customers: large finns that need 
to develop mission-criticaJ custom apps. Because 
of their focus on development rather than PI'O' 
ductivity, they are are among the most soph& 
tieated of computer buyers. And when it comes 
to selecting platfonns and vendors for 
ment and deployment, their selection 
thorough and exhaustive. They prefer to buy their Workstation 2000's TIm Finnegan 
systems from hardware vendors that are Nm· 

STEP-oriented and as technically competent as they are - increasingly, finns in NeXT's VAH channel. 
Yet it is the VAR channel that would be devastated by decisions to restrict: NEXTSTEP disbibulioo, 
lime and again, at large and small accounts all across North America and Europe, NEXTSTEP' 

savvy VARs have stepped in to help close sales. Time and again, these VARs have answered the "help 
me" phone calls of dismayed customers. And time and again, these VARs have pushed the OS with 
the kinds of resourceful marketing that big PC manufacturers seldom undertake. 

fiekI-sa1es organilation smatl but is required to produce some pretty impressive 
hers thiS year. A VAH that has staked its corporate future on NEXTSltP systems also has a vested III-
terest in helping NeXT achieve these goals. VARs take a dedicated approach to the sales process and, 
by definition, add value. They have the technical staff that can perfonn the customization that is usually • required for a large deployment. The relationship goes far beyond simply fifling demand for hardware; · 
the teamwork between the VAR and NeXT builds customer confidence and helps NeXT close the .. 

l 
Ultimately, the marketplace will dictate the right channels for delivering NEXTSlIP systems to 

the growing customer base. Strong partners win grow and profit from NeXT's good decisions and ' 
new alliances - and the weak or incompetent players will disappeat Perhaps some fine-tuning of 
the distribution strategy for NEXTSTEP is in order, but restricting it too severely would damage some 
of the small but growing companies that have proven to be NeXT's strongest proponents. And then " 
we'd never know just how much they migbf: have contributed to NeXT's future success • • 

TIM FIN NEG A N is president of Worlcstation 2000. He was a district sales malUlgef at 
from 1990-1993. Before that, he worlfed at HP and Apollo. 
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FEBRUARY 1 TO MARCH 1 

COl\TNEC11VITY COMMUNICATIONS, AND 
EMULATIO 
Tm:Cos1..'v11.01 
File-transfer and terminal-emulation sofnvare 
Alembic Sy terns International 
303n99-6223 

WATCHl\1E 1.0 
Screen-recording software 
Otherwise 
2061647-9436 

3270VtSION 3.2 
IBM 3270 terminal-emulatIon oftw<1re 
52.S0V1SIO:,\ 1.2 
IBM ASl400 5250 terminal-emulation software 
Conextions 
508/689-3570 

DATABASE AND INFORMATION 
MANAGE,''vfEW 
PAPERSIGlfT 1.5 
Paperless--office tools 
Alembic Systems International 
303/799-6223 

P 'OLMFI API 
API for cheduling app 
Sarrus otnvare 
4151 45-8950 

SlAyINl OUcH 2.0 
Update to personal·information manag r 
SmanSoft 
4141964-8864 

OBJECTS PALET11'Jl, Al\1)_KIT _ _ _ 
DOLPHIN KIT 121 
Fat-binary and feature upgrade to 

development tools 
Dolphin Technologies 
310/441-9021 

Brave New 
Worlds 

O N THE NET 

IT's .•. SHOwnME, FOLKS! STEVE ANNOUNCED 
the 1994 NeXlWORLD Expo (scheduled 
for June 20-23) in a posting. Much spec-
ulation regarding the language of Steve's 
epistle and what it portends (no, not the 
use of the royal "we"; everyone knows 
what that portends). Bigger and better are 
both promised confidently for this year. But 
what is an "Enterprise Object" and what 

3270PAUJTE t.O 
ObjecrWare tool kit for liM 3270 mainframe 

connectivity 
.52S0PALElTf. J.O 
ObjectWarc tool kit for ffiM AS/400 5250 

connectivity 
Conextions 
508/689-3570 

PuSLlSHl G AND GRAPHICS 
fXTRAPRINT C]IO PRI 
Pnmer driver for the Canon CJl 0 
E.t'<TRASCt\ N CJl0 PR l 
Scanning driver for the Canon CJ1 0 
EXTRAPRINT CANO.' Al 
Canon Al BubbleJct printer driver 
rXTRAPRlNf eLC' 300 & 500 
Printer driver for Canon CLC series 
EXTRAPRlNT LASER AN N 
Drivers for NX- and BX-engine printers 
IXTRAPRfNT LASER HP 
Dnvers for Desk.let and Laser Jet series printer 
GS Corporation 
415/257-4700 

SOENCE ENGINEERING 
MAGfll,AN 2.0 
Real-time industrial·process cootrol 
1FE Technolog1es 
3311/47.08 ,92.50 

TOOLS AND LANGUAGt',S 
CRASH CATCHfR 
Objective-C debugger 
WhiteLlght Systems 
415/321-2183 
AlembIc System, International 
3031799-6223 

It l.lIQRATIO"V RY GOR!lON 

-----

does "Enterprise Objects Framework" 
mean? Has NeXT dropped the OaFS model 
in favor of an RDBMS-based system? ("Come 
one, come all, and see for yourselfr" sez Steve.) 
"Hear about PDO on HP, Sun, DEC, NCR, 
Data General, and others." No mention of 
NEXTIME, though it was promised (well, 
not quite) by Steve for the 1994 Expo in 
a comment at last year's extravaganza. (Of 
course, NeXT's software engineers may 
have had other things on their minds ... ) 

LaborOOJia vi1cit. In a thread entided "NeXT 
giving up totally?" the relative meritsllia-
bilities of programming Page 10 
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COMMUNITY 

Talent Spin-off 
EMPLOYMENT TRE D 

NEXT's PERSONNEL ROSTER MAY I-IAVE SHRffi..1K OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS, BUT DEDICATION 

to the l\TEXTSTEP market remains unflagging, even among the company's dearly departed. 

As salespeople, system engineers, and programmers move on from the company, many ex-

NeXT employees are remaining in the community, making their way into niches in consult-

ing, development, and sales within the third-party market. 
Some, like John Pierce, president of Alembic Systems International, have even gone on 

to lead companies. "\.Tlus kind of pattern] is common when you have a new technology 

and you're creating a new market, " says Pierce, formerly NeXT's district sales manager for 

the Rocky Mountain region. "And ifs not just a job market, but a market of opportunities. 
There's a lot of money out 

there to be invested, and that 

will only increase. The peo-

ple in the know are taking 

advantage of it right 

NeXT considers this 

emerging trend ro be an indi-

cation of positive growth for 

its market. "It's a sign of really 

good health for any computer 

company when people can find 

growing opportunities within 

the market," says Ron Weiss-

man, NeXT's director of cor-

porate marketing. "In emerg-

ing markets, entrepreneurs cause growth. It certainly happened with Apple." 

Although the NeXT community is more solid than the Macintosh community, Pierce 

says, it's facing a more fundamental paradigm shift, which takes longer to happen. "A lot 

of people don't understand that, but I've learned that you should never say never," he adds. 

Pierce moved to }\lembic, a value-added distributor of third-palty NEXTSTEP software, 

because it presented an "interesting challenge." Since arriving there last September, he's con-

centrated on the company's profit centers, leaving the systems-integration game behind to 

develop a distribution and support business for third-party products. Alembic provides global 

distribution for NEXTSTEP software, adding services like a training center based in Den-

ver and a technical-support hot line for all of its offerings. 

"People like the idea of one-stop shopping - a place where they can call a 1-800 num-

ber for everything," says Pierce. "We add a lot of value to a sale, and third parties and cus-
tomers like that." 

Some ex-NeXT employees left because they felt they could do more for the company by 
working in other capacities. For Anne Sawyer, one of the developers of NeXTmail, leaving 

NeXT offered the opportunity to pursue her interests in the end-user community. "I felt I 

could do more toward NeXT's success by working outside of the company," she says. "Devel-

oping NEXTSTEP applications for 'the medical community, which is a personal interest of 

[LLUSTRATION BY J. SCOlT CA,\1PBEll 
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mine, seemed like a good opportunity for me as well as NeXT." 

In her role as senior technical architect at Systemhouse's Object Technology Center (OTC) 

in Boulder, Colorado, Sawyer designs and develops frameworks, kits, and protocols for the 

company's object repository - a core set of reusable objects that are used as the foundation 

of many OTC projects. Much of the technology she creates is deployed for Systemhouse's 

medical customers, ending up in software like an electronic patient chart and physician's 

tool kits that track patient care and help physicians measure the quality of their service. 

NEXTSTEP takes the menial tasks away from developers and lets them concentrate on 

solving the hard problems, Sawyer says. "I've worked in other environments, and I love 
NEXTSTEP." 

Siamak Farah echoes Sawyer's sentiments when he explains how he left NeXT to pursue 

a career as the president of a company but returned after a mere five-month hiarus. 

Currently NeXTs district sales manager in Los Angeles, Farah started out working for the 

company as the district sales manager for New Jersey. After nearly four years, he left to head 

Step2, a company that develops dbPublisher, a database-publishing package. 

"If they didn't do NEXTSTEP, I wouldn't have gone," Farah says. "I \\ranted to help 

NeXT from outside the company. When I talked to Steve about resigning, I said, Tm still 

working for you, I just happen to not be on your payroll.' " 

At Step2, Farah worked to reorganize the company, fleshing out its sales force and increas-

ing revenues. "I always had a development or management job prior to working for NeXT. 

While working there, I gained sales and marketing experience and, at Step2, I could use all 

my energy throughout the spectrum - I could use several different skill sets at once," he says. 

He also helped direct the company's NEXTSTEP development effons, demonstrating 

I an alpha version of dbPubllsher at last year's NeXTWORLD Expo. "In order to focus on 

I, EXTSTEP, I even changed the company's name from Des to Stepl, as in the step after the 

I, 

next step," Farah adds. 

Eventually, though, he felt that Step2 was spending too much effort on its Windows 

and DOS projects and wanted to work more with NEXTSTEP. "It's not enough to sit from 

afar and hope NeXT makes it," Farah explains. "I want to be in the trenches." 

Others headed into the third-party market for more personal reasons. "I was just very 

tired emotionally, ' says Kris Younger, formerly a system engineer at NeXT. "It's a reaUy cool 

place to work, and I have extremely fond memories of it because of all the friends I worked 

there with. But a lot of people burned out - it happens very easily there because of all the 

emotional energy that's required." 
After a brief stint at Pencom, Younger ended up at Anderson Financial Systems, where's 

he's working on the development of WriteUp, the company's word processor. 

"It's a small company, so I do all kinds of things aU together at once: a little engineering, 

a little marketing and advertising, and a little sales," he says. 

Despite a desire to pursue other interests, these ex-NeXT employees express a fundamen-

tal sense of commitment to NeXT's teclmology and desire to take part in ensuring its success. 

"1 believe in NEXTSTEP ... and 1 enjoy working in the NeXT community - they're heady 

people," says Alembic's Pierce .• 

by P A U L CUR THO Y S 
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1& On the Net 

under NEXSTEP were debated (yes, 
again). Is NEXT STEP really object-
oriented at the OS level How do 
you define "simple app" vs. "com-
plex app," and how difficult should 
each be to write? Some seem to get 
it, while others just complain (they 
seem to yearn for a development 
environment in which your average 
preteen can write a rrUssion-critical 
custom app). And just what exactly 
is the relationship between Mr. Jobs 
and Mr. Christ anyway? 

lee crystal ball shows aD. A somewhat 
related thread: "The REAL future 
operating systems" debated (quite 
acrimoniously at points) the relative 
ease of porting NEXTSTEP vs. Win-

dows l\Tf to other platforms. (BTW, 
fun to see some Microsoft employ-
ees joining us on comp.sys.next.) 
Ages into the thread, someone point-
ed out that portability is only one 
measure of the value of an OS. Most 
agree, however, that Windows is the 
"digital equivalent of a neon-infested 
suburban strip." 

Survival of the fattest. Worries in an-
other thread about the way a certain 
very large publisher of oSes and app-
lication software competes. What's 
the line between "agressive compe-
titian" and illegal competition? What 
are the merits of unregulated com-
petition? How free is our "free mar-
ket" anyway? Do they really chain 

Circle 70 on reader service card 
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employees to their desks and only 
allow them to read company docs? 

Jungle fever. The most popular 
NEXTSTEP Flavor of the Month 
seems to be "Tropical Reptile." Var-
ious Gecko sightings, various specs 
posted. What do hardware bench-
marks mean anyway? Is a Gecko a 
better deal than a Pentium PC? And 
what does NEXTSTEP in 24-bit 
color look like after undergoing 
"color recovery" to run on the 8-bit 
display system on Gecko? Wildly di-
vergent opinions on this, so caveat 
emptor. Above all, "When/where can 
I get one?" Strong consensus emerges 
that HP charges astronomical prices 
for system upgrades, peripherals, and 

other aftermarket add-ons. Read the 
fine print. Critical question for those 
who care about Life's most impor" 
tant issue - aesthetics - is: If Motor-
ola hardware is black and Intel is 
called white, what color is the 
Red? Green? Or is it a chameleon? 

Nota bene. In Open Systems Today 
(January 10, 1994) NEXTSTEP was 
very favorably written up in two 
articles (the poster seemed almost 
surprised). Second article contained 
this interesting quote: " . . . keep in 
mind that CaSE is a spec, Taligent's 
Pink and Microsoft's Cairo are 
but NextStep is a product." • 

by S T EVE F RI C K E 
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Elonex in January signed up to 
be NeXT's first European OEM. 
Accord ing to a report fi led by 
the IDG News Service, Elonex 
wil l ship a new line of high-end 
Intel '486 and Penti um machines 

I preloaded with NEXTSTIP 3.2. 
The line will feature a specially 
designed accelerated-graphics 
subsystem and improved I/O, 
the company said . Prices for a 
use r system start at £2775 
($4162), while developer sys-
tems start at £45 75 ($6862) . 

NeXT, in response to customer 
requests, has posted a fat-bina-
ry version of NewsGrazer on the 

et. The software, originally 
developed by Jayson Adams 
when he worked at leXT, offers 
users an easy yet powerful way 

I to access the Usenet news groups. 
The applica tion is not support-
ed by NeXT. New Grazer can 
be found on the archive server 
cs.orsr.edu under /pub/next/sub-
missionslNewsGrazer75.tar.Z. 

Metrosoft in February released 
an improved version of the A11 
to its MerroTools 2.1 utility 
package, which allows users to 
create commercial-grade GUl 
utilities . The package also in-
cludes header files and fu ll ource 
code for a MerroTools mod-
ule. Metrosoft: 619/488-94 11, 
619/488-3045 fax; info@met-
rosoft.com. 

ITS in February released as share-
ware its Class Maker NEXT-
STEP-documentation genera tor. 
The software, which parses head 
files and writes out both .m and 
RTF documentation of classes, 
protocols, and categories, is de-
signed to reduce the time it takes 
developers [0 format project 
docs . ClassMaker is available 
on cs.orst.edu an d sonata.ce. 
purdue.edu. ITS: 3121474-7700; 
info@its.com. 

Dancing Bear Enterprises is in 
motion, having moved its NeXT-
equipment brokerage bus iness 
to Vail, Colorado. The compa-
ny has also become an autho-
rized Icol\'TlNUED ON 151 

Jobs scenario: lmillion Son of DBKit is born 
seats by end of 1996 
by DAN LAVIN 

Describing "one possible scenario" 
for the outcome of the race among 
obiect-oriented operating systems, 

NeXT CEO Steve Jobs claimed 
during his keynote speech at the 
East Coast Developer Conference 
that NEXTSTEP would reach an 
installed base of one million seats 

wire:to-wire well ahead of Microsoft's 
Cairo - and that a third 

Unit sales of object-oriented operating systems contender, Taligent, would 
eXT Taligent Cairo be left in the dust. 

1993 
1994 

75,000 
100,000 

1995 •• 
1996 

300,0001 

500,00()1 
Tatal installed base after '96 IiIWiioIllillilllij 

975,000 

Source: NeXT 

0 
0 

25,000 
75,000 

100,000 

0 
0 

250,000 
500,000 

; 750,000 

The scenario assumes 
steadily growing sales 
for NEXTSTEP over the 
next three years. It also 
assumes that Microsoft 
and Taligenrwill not ship 

1150,000 Opel1Step their competitive prod-
2300,000 OpenStep 

L--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --' ucts ISH SALES , PAGE 151 

by LEE SHERMAN 

Redwood City - Bringing together 
custom objects, user-friendly front 
ends, and legacy database appli-
cations, . eXT will introduce En-
terprise Objects Framework as 
the successor to DBKit at NeXT-
WORLD Expo in June. 

The current DBKit is limited to 
user-interface objects that display 
data in views. Developers can't 
easily add the custom objects used 
to model a particular enterprise. 

"We saw that as a glaring short-
coming," said Van Simmons, pres-
ident of VNP Software. "NeXT 
needed to find a way for develop-
ers to be able to take their custom 
objects and tie them to the world-

class NEXTSTEP UJ objects." 
The Enterprise Objects Frame-

work consists of an open API that 
allows developers to plug in their 
own custom objects and swap Ollt 

different layers in favor of third-
party alternatives. It also addresses 
long-standing performance prob-
lems and bugs related to memory 
management, according to sources 
who have seen the product in its 
early stages. 

"One of the problems with the 
existing kit is that the user-inter-
face layer and the access layer are 
tied together in a proprietary \\iay. 
There arc limitations in how you 
can retrieve information from a 
database, process it, and then pre-
sent it," said Dan Crimmins, assis-
tant vice-president of First Nation-
al Bank of Chicago. 

Color portables come into view Crimmins said he often needs 
to perform analysis on his data 
using custom objects before that 
data is displayed, something not 
possible with DBKit. by DAN LAVI N 

Washington, D.C. - Talus Com-
puter created a stir at the Ea'r 
Coast Developer Conference in 
January by showing a NEXTSTEP 
pOltable running in color for the 
first time. NeXT is also working 
on its own solution to portable 
color, according to sources. 

NEXTSTEP has always required 
a color portable to run. The envi-
ronment, however, appear in black 
and white because portables gen-

finds 
by PAUL CURT II OYS 

Redwood City - With the immi-
nent release of PDO 2.0 (Portable 
Distributed Objects), NeXT con-
tinues its drive to develop a broad 
crossplatform presence. 

Scheduled for shipment in May, 
the new version will add support 
for the Solaris and SunOS plat-
forms and include new features 
prompted by customer feedback. 

Other platforms should arrive 
on the scene shortly: Data 
General is readying a release of 

erally have eight-bit color, where-
as NEXTSTEP requires 16-bit 
color. The Talus color driver sim-
ulates 16 bits of color using the 
eight bits available. 

The company is negotiating 
with at !east one NEXTSTEP OEM 
for llse of the driver in a color 
system, according to Steve Sarich, 
president of Talus. 

Sources at NeXT said the com-
pany is not interested in the Talus 
driver but is currently developing 
several approaches that will solve 

ewhomes 
PDO that will run on its operating 
system, and NeXT has indicated 
that support for AT&T Globalln-
formation Systems (formerly NCR) 
and Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion is in the works. 

The increased backing for PDO 
was good news to many vendors. 
Supporting Sun's platforms in PDO 
2.0 "will help many custOmers in 
the transition to OpenStep," said 
Jim Green, director of object prod-
ucts at SunSoft. "Many are inter-
ested in working with NeXT and 
Sun machines in [SEE PDO, PAGE 151 

the problem. "We looked at the 
Talus driver and found it to be too 
muddy, with unacceptable char-
acter resolution," said an engineer 
at NeXT. 

NeXT is working on two solu-
tions for inclusion in NEXTSTEP 
3.3, accord- ISF!: PORTABLE, PAGE J 51 

Customers who ha ve already 
devised workarounds to the prob-
lems called the update long over-
due. "The thing that NeXT brings 
to this is legitimacy," said Crim-
mins. "It sets a standard and direc-
tion so that a ISEE DBKlT, PAGE 15 J 

Pages breaks WP mold 
by LEE 
SIlERJvlAN 

San Diego, CA -
Word processing 
on NEXTSTEP 
may never he the 
same. At press 
time, Pages Soft-
ware had entered 
the final testing 
phase for its un-
conventional doc-

In Pages boiler room, coders and testers sweat out final hours. 

ument creation software and was 
promising shipment by March 1. 

The software, three years in the 
making, takes a new approach to 
word processing that doesn't in-
clude such conventional tools as 
rulers, font panels, and style sheets. 

Pages is being positioned as an 

easy-to-use word processor in 
light of NeXT's de-emphasis on 
publishing and a lack of available 
word-processing software for 
NEXTSTEP. 

"The early view of the product 
was that it was more of a publish-
ing product," ISEE PAGES, PAGE 12) 
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Sarrus Introduces a owenul 
Idea in he ull g 

9M1 1m II Broakfasl al Bill Robert 

to 

Simple ity. 
Other scheduling software 
promises you power - if you're 
willing to give up ease of use. We 
developed Pencil Me In'· because 
you told us you needed both. 

The ROI of Group Scheduling 
Enterprises from small businesses 
to the Fortune 1000 are discover-
ing that group scheduling gives 
them a tangible return on their 
investment. Why? Because people 
who work in groups spend a large 
part of each work day coordi-
nating meetings, juggling action 
items, and hunting down con-
ference rooms. Group scheduling 
software makes these tasks more 
efficient for individuals and for 
whole organizations. 

Power and Ease of Use 
Pencil Me In is the leader in group 
scheduling on NEXTSTEp'· for a 
simple reason. It's the only 
product that gives you the power 

of true enterprise scheduling with 
the simplicity of a paper time 
planner. 

API to Integrate Custom Apps 
And now, with the Pencil Me In 
API, programmers can integrate 
Pencil Me In with mission-critical 
applications on their users' desk-
tops. And that means, quite 
simply, greater leverage. 

Call Us for a Free Demo 
Our customers love Pencil tv'ie In. 
We think you will too. Call us at 
1-800-995-1963 for a demo of 
Pencil Me In. And simplify 
everyone's life. 

Pencil Me In 
Group Scheduling for NEXTSTEP. 

iii 
SARRUS 
SOFTWA RE 

Sarrus Software, Inc. 
565 Pilgrim Drive, Suite C 
Foster City, CA 94404 
(41S) 345-8950 
info@sarrus.com 

© Copyright 1993. Sarrus Software, Inc. All Rights ResBived. Peool Me In is a trademark of Sarrus Software, Inc. 
NEXTSTEP is a trademark of NeXT Computer. Inc. 
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Training trainers 
... ---.. In his na vels, 

rhe Sleuth has 
seen a growmg 
need for NEXT-
STEP training. mm ... ", But he has also 
discovered that 
customers don't 

W.WIt6lI111 always know 
v,;here to (Urn for belp. 

To find ou[ what uaining mighr 
be avai lahle, the Sleuth turned 
first to KeXT for answers. NeXT 
offer a se ries of co urses at alt 
levels of NEXTSTEP expertise. 

NeXT was more than happy 
to provide him with details about 
the company 's own programs, 
including pr icing, schedules, and 
co urse listings. 

When asked for other options, 
only two other firms, System-
house and Pencom, were sa id to 
llPply tra ining comparabl e to 

the traini ng provided by NeXT. 
As is his wonr, d1e Sleuth 

probed further, bur, after an ex-
haustive search through his data-
ba e, the NeXT represemarive 
was unable to provide a list of 
cerrified partners. 

With rbe limited amounr of 
available uainers skilled in NEXT-
STEP, NeXT needs help if it ex-
pects [0 populate [he world with 
developers sk ill ed in Objective-
C and the Ap pKit. The program 
fo r cerrified training partners is 
a great way ro get that help, bur 
NeXT needs to make its technical-
services sta ff more aware of it. 

In the end, it matters less if 
eXT supplies the trainers than 

if Ule tra ining is readily and wide-
Iyavailable. 

NeXT Computer can be con-
tac ted at 415/366-0900, 8001 
879-6398. 

Each month, the Sleuth will look 
at a different aspect of NEXT-
STEP distribution. 

NEXTSTEP goes on the 
air with FeedBuilder/M 
Quebec, Canada - Planon Telex-
pertise has re leased FeedBuilder/-
M, a NEXTSTEP application for 
controlling peripheral devices such 
as VCRs, videodisc players, and 
lighting equipment. 

The software serves mission-crit-
ical needs in broadcasting, theatri-
cal production, and the motion-
pictu re industry by controlling 
real-time, sequential, manual, or 
rriggered events. Because Feed-

Pages IFROM PAGE 11J 
said Larry SpeJhaug, CEO of Pages 
Soft""are. "lnternally, we always 
assumed that it would have full 
word-processing capability but 
that wasn't perceived outside the 
company." 

Pages' extensive feature set, 
roughJy equivalem to the latest ver-
sions of WordPerfect and Micro-
soft Word, was entirely imple-
mented in object-based code. The 
sofu.vare uses design templates to 
ease document creation. 

Spelhallg attributed the long 
delay to having to write 90 per-
cent of the software's objects from 
scratch. Now, though, "extensions 
to the product should go very 
quickly and support the notion of 
fast development using object sys-
tems," he said. 

Pages is availa ble on floppy 
disk or a special CD-ROM that 
includes a ten-minute self-running 

BUllder is implemented in software, 
broadcast facilities aren't locked 
into proprietary hardware. 

FeedBuilderfM can be custom-
ized for individual sites. Prices 
start at around $22,000 for both 
software and hardware. 

Planon T elexpertise can be con-
tacted at 1370 Joliot-Curie #708, 
Boucherville, Quebec, Canada 
J4B 7L9. 514/449-6481; sreph-
ane@planon.qc.ca .• 

demo of the program created with 
WarchMe screen-recording soft-
ware from Othmvise (see "Watch-
Me cuts user-training costs"), 

The CD-ROM also includes 
additional templates and document 
examples not available on the 
floppy-disk version. 

Pages selis for $795 and comes 
with four design models: Victory) 
April, Writer, and Presents. 

The company is offering a ship-
ping special for $595 that includes 
Pages bundled with one year of 
technical support, one additional 
design model, and a free upgrade 
to the next version of the program. 
If purchased individually, these 
items would wtal $1065. 

Educational pricing is set at 
$195, direct from Pages. Devel-
oper pricing and site licenses are 
also available. Pages can be reached 
at 619/492-9050) 619/492-9124 
fax; info@pages.com.' 
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Yirtuoso 2.0 ropes WatchMe cuts user-training costs 
I n new featu re set by L E. E users to trim unwanted ma- be st?red on a server or sent by 

by ELIOT BER GSON 

Richardson, IX - Using the best 
technology to come out of Sili-
con Prairie, Altsys rounded up 
final beta testers in February for 
Virtuoso 2.0, its revamped 
design and publishing package. 

"It has great potential,» said 
Daniel Wasserman, a beta user at 
Light Printing, a New York-based 
service bureau. "It compares favor-
ably with Adobe Illustrator 5.0." 

Along with innovative path fea-
tures and a multipage capability 
that has long topped users' wish 
lists, Altsys enhanced Virtuoso's 

crossplatform compatibllity and 
gave it the power to write native 
EPS files that the software can 
parse and edit. 

"Most of the new features came 
about from a cowboy attitude: 'I 
can do that," said Lorin Rivers, 
NEXTSTEP sales manager at Altsys. 

The new version is set for an 
April release, with a suggested 
retail price of $995. Users of Vir-
tuoso 1.0 will be able to upgrade 
for $149. Educational pricing of 
a CD-ROM version, with partial 
documentation, was being set at 
press time. 

Altsys: 214/680-2060 .• 

v"utuoso 2.0 will include multipage support and tile ability to create and edit EPS files. 

Apps provide more options 
for NS telecommunications 
by LE E 

NEXTSTEP users have tVIO new 
options for connecting to the out-
side world with the announcement 
of a pair of new telecommunica-
tions applications created exclu-
sively for the NEXTSTEP envi-
ronment 

TeleCort)lTl from Zion Software 
& Consulting provides a graphical 
front-end to terminal emulation, 
modem communications and file-
transfer protocols. It allows file 
transfers using X-, Yo, and ZMO-
DEM protocols, as well as VT100-
and IBM PC-terminal emulation. 
The app also includes APls for 
custom data handling. 

TipTop Telecommunication 
from TipTop Software provides 
VTl02, VT220, and ANSI tenni-
oal emulation, and allows multi-
pJe modem connections and shell 
sessions. Like T eleComm, the app 

supports X-, Yo, and ZMODEM 
transfers, and has an API that can 
integrate external transfer proto-
cols into TipTop. 

In related news, Software Ven-
tures announced that MicroPhone, 
once the lone telecommunications 
app under NEXTSTEP, has entered 
beta testing for a port to InteL Ihe 
company is also planning to fol-
low NEXTSTEP onto SPARC and 
HP PA-RISC. 

Te1eComm costs $92 and is 
available from Alembic Systems 
International at 3031799-6223; 
info@alembic.com. 

TipTop can be purchased for 
$185, and the company can be 
reached at 301/656-3837; tiptop% 
luka@umiacs.umd.edu. 

MicroPhone sells for $99, and 
can be upgraded to the Intel ver-
sion for $49 when that version is 
released. Software Ventures: 5101 
644-3232 .• 

SHE R MAN tenal, merge soundrracks from e-mail and accessed by users as 

Bellingham, WA -
With the shipment 
of WatchMe, 
screen-recording 
software for 

........... NEXTSTEP from 
Other.'1ise, seeing is truly believing. 

By capturing all activity and 
sounds from a user's screen, Watch-
Me allows customer-training sites, 
educators, and presentation pro-
fessionals to create demonstration 
or instructional tapes that can be 
stored on disk for later playback. 
Tapes can also include voice anno-
tation. 

Editing features in the package 

different recording sessions, add required. 
opening and closing screens, and WatchMe is available in a multi-
combine tapes together into a sin- architecture version for $110. Users 
gle presentation. of Intel computers will need a sound 

According to Otherwise, the card and microphone to add voice 
program can cut down on train- annotations to WatchMe tapes . 
ing costs by eliminating the need Otherwise can be reached at 
for training personnel. Tapes can 2061647-9435 .• 

WatchMe brings screen-reconling capability to NEXTSTEP. 

Emernld brings New image for RDR 
HW facets to b, P A U LeU R THO Y S drawing package, providing a full - moo- . () range of drawing and layout tools. lllla; e e 6 McLean, VA - NEXTSTEP users Other key features include speak. 

have a new option for develop- er notes that appear only on the 

by PAUL C U RTHOYS 

Torrance, CA - A new image-pro-
cessing app has been released, 
swelling the ranks of an already-
crowded segment of the NEXT-
STEP market. Emerald Image Tool 
from Gemstone Systems, howev-
er, sets its sights on users with de-
manding, high-end requirements 
for images that reach hundreds of 
megabytes in size. 

"We aim more for a research 
environment, rather than desktop 
publishing," said Lyndon Hardy, 
president of Gemstone, "where 
people work with big images that 
have high depth and lots of bits 
per pixel." 

The company's main cl ien ts 
have been government customers 
that work with satellite photog-
raphy, as well as medical users in-
volved with radiology and other 
detailed medical imaging process-
es explained Hardy. 

Emerald approaches the prob-
lem of manipulating large images 
by letting users modify a file, place 
it in the backgrowld, and contin-
ue working on other tasks while 
the app processes the alterations. 
Shipment of the app was delayed 
almost a year to solve this prob-
lem, Hardy said. 

Emerald also provides standard 
image-editing features and supports 
a variety of image formats, includ-
ing Landsat, raw, SPOT, and more 
common formats like TIFF. 

Emerald Image Tool cOSts $400 
per user_ Gemstone: 3101370-4557; 
info@gemstone.com .• 

ing presentation graphics with presenter's slide and the ability to 
the shipment in March of RDR's show presentations over a network. 
@image 1.0. "I was pretty impressed," said 

"@image is a presentation pack- Jason Beaver, a beta user of 
age that is equivalent to and bet- @image and an engineer at Van-
ter than Concurrence, II said Bob guard Software. "It was faster than 
Ward, senior vice-president at Concurrence, and I liked the user 
RDR. "It has more functionality, interface." 
and it's priced toward the end-user @image runs $399, and educa-
market - it's much more afford- tional, government, and volume 
able." discounts are available. RDR can 

In addition to its slide-show be contacted at 7031591-9517; 
capability, @image also acts as a info@rdr.com .• 

StayInTouch 2.01 ships 
by PAUL CURTHOYS 

Milwaukee, WN - Expanding its 
presence in the market for address-
book software, SmartSoft in Feb-
ruary announced the release of 
StaylnTouch 2.01, an updated ver-
sion with a variety of enhancements. 

Among its other new features, 
StayInTouch now lets you drag in 
documents for au tomatic distri-
bution to a group mailing list, print 
hard copies of address books, place 
bar codes on labels, perform com-
pound searches, and include home 
phone numbers in your address 
book. 

The new release also provides 
performance improvements and 
bug fixes, according to SmartSoft. 

The list price for StaylnTouch 
2.01 is $150 for each user liceme, 
with a student price of $85. A 
fully licensable demonstration ver-
sion is available on the archive 

100 Starving Avenue 
Ullehammer, Norway 

edViara(!lscream,com 

SmartSoft's updated version of its address-
book software sports a raft of new features. 

server cs.orst.edu. 
SmartSoft can be reached at 

414/964-8864; Info@SmartSoft. 
COM .• 
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Clean. 
Comfortable. 
Compatible. 

g 
ou need in 
word 

Clean. The first thing you'll 
notice about WriteUp is its 
elegant design. Start typing 
and you'll see that everything is 
exactly where you'd expect it to 
be- including headers and 
footers. That's because 
WriteUp is the first word 
processor designed for 
NEXTSTEP from the ground up 
by seasoned NEXTSTEP 
developers. You'll notice the 
difference right away, espe-
cially if you've been struggling 
with software that was really 
designed for other environ-
ments. And over time, you'll 
appreciate how WriteUp's clean 
design translates into trouble-
free operation. 
Comfortable. WriteUp is 
writer-friendly. Whether you're 
a confirmed NEXTSTEPer or a 
recent convert, you'll feel right 
at horne with WriteUp's full set 

of cursor and function keys, 
keyboardable text selection, 
and drag-and-drop color and 
graphics. WriteUp lets you 
focus on your thoughts, not the 
process of getting them down 
on paper. 
Compatible. The world 
doesn't need yet another 
document format, so WriteUp 
doesn't lock you into one. 
Instead, WriteUp supports 
existing document standards as 
part of its normal operations. 
Throughout the year, we'll be 
releasing DIEs- filters that will 
allow you to read and write 
documents- for most major file 
formats, including WordPerfect 
and Microsoft Word. 
WriteUp. Everything you need 
in a word processor. For under 
$200. To order your copy, call 
215-653-0911 today, or send 
Email toWriteUp@afs.com. 

909 Sumneytown Pike • Suite 207 • Springhouse, PA 19477 
Phone: 215 653 0911 • FAX: 215 653 0711 • Email: Info@afs.com 

tI Copyright 1994, Anderson Finanoal All RightS Wntelip, Ihe WriteL'p logo, PasleUp. the PasleUp logo, and IP£ 
AI'S logo are alllTademID:S of illlderSQll Financial Syslems NEXTSTEP is a registered trademark oi NeXT Computer, Inc. Word Perfect is 

a regislerailradem,rk ei WordPerfed Ccrporation. Microsufi i, a regislered trademark of Corporalion. 
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First smps for OpenStep 
by DAN LAVIN 

Mountain View, CA - The effort 
to incorporate OpenStep into 
Solaris is well underway, accord-
ing to Sun Microsystems. 

"We are taking this project very 
seriously. Work is in progress, 
and NeXT and Sun engi-
neers are in contact on a 
daily basis," said Jim 
Green, director of ob-
ject products at SunSoft. 

Sun received the prom-
ised NEXTSTEP source code 
some time ago, and there have 
been no surprises that would delay 
the project, according to Green. 
Sun will announce its product plans 
and timetables at the Solaris Devel-
oper Conference on AprilS. 

There is a staff in place at Sun 
working on OpenStep, and the 
company is adding to it every day, 
with several positions yet to be 
filled. The group is made up of ex-
ternal hires and voluntary transfers 

from other Sun groups, including 
a number of "major contrib-

utors among senior staff" 
from inside Sun, accord-

ing to Green. The head 
engineers on the project 
report directly to Bud 

Tribble, SunSoft's vice-pres-
ident for object products. 
Right now, the work is being 

divided between Sun and NeXT 
engineers, but plans call for bring-
ing key third parties and customers 
into the process once the announce-
ment is made in April. • 

More support from 
among Big 6 finns 
by DAN LA VI N 

Toronto, Ontario - With the addi-
tion of Andersen Consulting, Can-
ada, NeXT's Object Channel last 
month gained a piece of one of the 
world's largest technology-con-
sulting companies. The two firms 
said they will target companies 
that require mission-critical appli-
cations in the health-care, telecom-
munications, and financial-services 
industries. 

In tile deal, Andersen becomes 
an authorized integrator for NeXT 
and preferred supplier for NEXT-
STEP in the Canadian market. 
NeXT will also join Andersen's 
Business Integration Partnership 
(BIP) program. 

"Andersen Consulting is a 
leader in applying object technol-
ogy. Our relationship with NeXT 
allows us to work closely with a 
creative technology provider to 
serve our Canadian clients," said 
Stephen Elliott, managing partner 
of technology integration services 
at Andersen. 

A source with knowledge of the 
Canadian customer base said that 
Andersen adopted NEXTSTEP in 
response to demands for support 
from key customers in its practice. 

The BIP program is a group of 
hardware and software relation-
ships that Andersen describes as 
critical to delivering value-added 
business solutions. Besides NeXT, 
BIP includes Sun Microsystems, 

Hewlett-Packard, Sybase, and Sym-
bol Technologies. 

Andersen Consulting, Canada, 
is the Canadian practice of A.nder-
sen Consulting, a worldwide man-
agement and consulting organi-
zation .• 

NeXT runs 
for border 
Redwood City - Riding on the 
strength of several large sales south 
of the border, NeXT plans to open 
an office in Mexico City. 

The country will be treated as 
a distinct-sales territory with its 
own country manager, according 
to Warren Weiss, NeXT's vice-
president of North American sales 
and marketing. 

"There are great opportunities 
here in Mexico. We have several 
customers already, and we are 
opening the office with a new big 
customer, Weiss said. 

Sources identify the customer as 
PEMEX, the giant national ener-
gy company, which is planning to 
purchase several thousand NEXT-
STEP units. NEXTSTEP is already 
localized for the Spanish language. 

The staff of the new office has 
yet to be named. The country man-
ager will report to Weiss .• 
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reseller of Quix Computenvare's 
Daydream hardware add-on. 
Daydream enables eXTstations 
to run Macintosh System 7.1 and 
application software. Dancing 
Bear: 303/479-9101; tim@danc-
ingbear .com. 

IFE Technologies has released 
Magellan 2.0, an app that pro-
vides real-time industrial-pro-
cess control. The package, which 
is designed to control material 
processes involving temperature, 
pressure, digital controls, and 
safety interlocks, can be used in 
semiconductor, thin-film, and 
ceramic production or research, 
according to the company. Mag-
ellan costs $9990 for a single-
user license. A development kit 
can be purchased for $4990, 
and educational pricing is avail-
able. lFE: 33/1/47.08.92.50; jj@ 
ifddn.org. 

Whitclight Systems has lever-
aged the object-oriented design 
expertise it gained from work-
ing on its WhiteLight Engineer 
enterprise-modeling software 
into the pivotal games market, 
releasing Mission Critical Soli-
taire 1.0. The company claims 
that the software will be a com-
pelling alternative for Windows 
users because "Solitaire is the 
app most used on Windows." 
The fat-binary game sells for 
$35. WhiteLght: 4151321-2183, 
415/321-2083 fax; info@white-
light.com. 

Leading Market Technologies 
in January released TickBase, a 
UNIX server for rapid storage 
and retrieval of time-critical 
transaction data. The package, 
which was primarily developed 
under NEXTSTEP, is targeted 
at users of real-time financial data 
from sources such as Reuters, 
T e1erate, and Knight-Ridder. It 
is available on a variety of UNIX 
platforms and sells for between 
$500 and $2000 per seat, depend-
ing on volume and platform. 
Leading Market: 617/494-4747. 

Alembic Systems International 
announced in January that it 
has launched a hardware-leas-
ing program that offers several 
different Intel systems for EXT-
STEP users. The company leas-
es two basic systems, a 66MHz 
'486 and a 60MHz Pentium, 
that come preloaded with NEXT-
STEP and have a variety of con-
figuration options for RAM, 
hard-disk size, and system de-
sign. Alembic: 303/799-6223 
800/452-7608, 303/799-1709 
fax; info@alembic.com. 

NEXTwonLO f X Tn A 
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until mid-1995. By this reckoning, 
NEXTSTEP reaches one million 
seats by the end of 1996, while 
Microsoft finishes that year with 
an installed base of 750,000, and 
Taligent staggers in at just 100,000 
sea ts (see chart) . 

"We are the leader in object-
oriented solutions," said Warren 
Weiss, NeXT's vice-president of 
sales and marketing. "We firm ty 
believe that these numbers are real-
istic. Our partnerships will make 
the volume happen." 

"The NeXT numbers are good, 
aggressive, achievable targets," 

DBKit I FROM PAGE 111 
third-party supplier might be able 
to supply a solution to multiple 
customers without having to cus-
tomize it for each one. This is the 
sort of framework that is required 

Portable [FRm1 PACE 11J 
ing to the source. One is an eight-
bit color version of NEXTSTEP 
that will open up the operating 
system to a much wider range of 
platforms. A large segment of the 
SPARC workstation line is based 
on eight-bit color, and this solution 
is required to complete NeXT's 

agreed an informed source who 
closely follows the market for 
object -oriented operating systems. 
"But the Taligent and Microsoft 
numbers significantly understate 
the marketing strength of these 
companies. )} 

Microsoft and IBM have long-
term relationships with a large num-
ber of important corporate ac-
counts, which makes some number 
of large wins probable, regardless 
of the technical merits. And regard-
less of how late their products ship, 
these competitors are likely to 
attract third-party deveLopers in 
numbers that are disproportion-

for vertical-market applica tions 
to build on." 

Developers wear)' of the ever-
changing shifts in strategy coming 
from NeXT are encouraged by the 
company's increasingly focused 

port to these machines. "Eight-bit 
will also open up a large universe 
of lower-cost Super VGA-equipped 
Intel machines to NEXTSTEP," 
said the source. 

The second solution will be 
drivers for the newest true 16-bit 
color portables, which are due Out 
later this year. This approach will 

ate to the stze of their installed base. 
"Look, IBM itself will be a 

100,000-unit site for T aligent right 
off the bat," the source said. 

Among the one million NEXT-
STEP seats in the Jobs scenario 
are 450,000 attributed to Open-
Step, the object-oriented compo-
nent of SunSoft Solaris that is ex-
pected to begin shipping in 1995. 
While it is expected that all future 
Solaris buyers will receive Open-
Step as part of the software, many 
won't actually use it. Therefore, 
the number of users who install 
OpenStep may shrink the actual 
installed base .• 

approach. "Enterprise Objects are 
a very natural outgrowth of mis-
sion-critical custom apps," said 
Simmons. "It manifests a realiza-
tion of what mission-critical CllS-

tom apps really imply.". 

be relatively simple, according to 
NeXT, once the machines are avail-
able - but they are expected to be 
expensive at fi rst. 

NeXT expects to demonstrate 
its color-portable options at NeXT-
WORLD Expo in June and make 
them available in NEXTSTEP 3.3 
later this yeaL. 

PDO [FROM PAGE 11] 
the same configuration, and PDO 
allows them to run NEXTSTEP on 
clients and Solaris on servers." 

Expanding its support for 
NeXT's tedmology, Data Gener-
al at press time was shooting for 
a March release of a version of 

1.0 that would bring its DG-
UX into the NEXTSTEP fold. 

"The performance is very good, " 
said Christine Wallis, director of 
marketing at Data General. "We 
have a number of customers who 
are very interested because, as 
groovy as [NEXTSTEP's] desktop 
tools are, they frequently need 
more horsepower.)) 

A 2.0 version of PDO for DG-
UX should follow quickly now 
that NeXT has completed its up-
graded version, Wallis added. 

Negotiations for ports to AT&T 
Global and Digital Equipment are 
underway, according to Kate Smith, 
NeXT's PDO product manager. 
Finished products would appear 
approximately six months after 
an agreement is signed. "We're 
actively talking to people," Smith 
said. "We're interested in getting 

on a lot of platforms." 
Smith added that pricing for 

PDO will remain equivalent across 
each new platform to which the 
software is ported .• 

Technology key in world of spy versus spy 
L L Sullivan was as Shocked as.anyone by the irICk AInes fiaSco.lfs as if Micro-

" soft had a mole insidetlte NeXTlabs;..there's no way of knowingwbat's been 
eot'npromised. on the other hand, it's not a surprise that Ames was brought 

down by a pwr grasp of technology. The man had access to the best computer 
'technology in the yet the incriminating evidence was 'foUlld on a used rib-
bon from a dot· matrix printer in his trash. If we're worried about trade craft, you 
have to aSsume the Russians are already on t.o printing. 

Besides chalk marks on mailboxes, there was of other news out of 

In case you were wondering, Ron Weissman is fine. Coltcentrating on his 
presentation in the bright glare of the stage lighting, he aecideQtally stepped off 
the platfonn. He got rig.n back up and gamely went on but was noticeably limp-
ing later at the conference. One rumor mentioned a hairline fracture, but when I 
next saw Ron, he was just fine. 

NeXT third·party developers are griping again. In his keynOte presentation, 
Steve Jobs focused exclusively ort custom appsand failed to higblight any cur-
rent third·party software in his familiar NeXTMaU·based demonstration. In fact, 

just about the only high-level mention of third·party develop· northwest Washington, D.C., the lOcation of January's East 
Coast Developer Conference. Tensioll$ in tlte Intel hardware 
market flared into the open between the established OEMs 
and the noncertified bDx movers, One of the lalter, eCesys, 
came to the show with low-level NeXT approval to display a 
c.ustom-configured workstation. But when NeXT Director of 
Strategic Partnerships Paul Vais spotted the eCesys mao 
chine, he demanded it be tom down on the ,spot. Later, Vais 
took his tum on the conference program to tell customers 
that they thould a'Void the "little guys." 

Lt. Sullivan ers came during Scott McNealy's NEXllME-deliYered remarks, 
which were addressed directly to commercial developers. 

Tempers were also in evidence oyer the eigbt·bit color 
driver that Talus proudlY demonstrated on a no·name n0te-
book. NeXT considers the driver to be inferior tecl1nology, 
but at least one of the strategic: OEMs, NEe, is interested 
enough that it may offer it on Versa notebooks. Sulliyan is 
uncertain how much of the annoyance being expressed in 
the NeXl' comer is the resuH of long-mnning tension be· 
tween the company and Talus and how much is a legitimate 
technology difference. Certainly, the Talus dithered color is less than perfect, but 
it appears to be senbable for Sullivan's purposes. 

Negotiations went down to the wire over announcements of third·party ports. 
Digital Equipment Corporation was not happy that NeXT chose not to 
announce a D£O.supported Alpha port of NEXTSTEP. DEC had intended to 

push its DEXpcXl product heuily because it lets you use a Pentium or'486 now 
and upgrade to an Alpha chip wlten port is released. At least one witness has 
seen Nert'Mach mnning (albeit in single-user model 00 an Alpha in Redwood CIty. 

On the other hand, NeXT did include DEC's UNIX among its list of upcoming 
ports for Portable Distributed Objects. DEC representatives at the event later told 
Sulrlvan that the PDO deal had not been inked. Similarly, the long-expected NCR 
endorsement for PDOfailed to materialize. 

More than one deveioper'Who attended last November's 
executive briefing reminded Sullivan that NeXT has 
not yet delivered on its promised customer list. Most 

cDnCede that the list IH!I!d not contain the most sensitive con-
tacts, but NeXT's resistance to coming up with references at 
its known customer sites is widely viewed as unneCessarily 
obstructionist. Meanwhile, the recent management change 
in NeXT's developer.relations program has brought a strate-
gic shift as well. The department is apparently focusing on 
recnlitrnent of majorcrossplatfonn developers' to OpenSfejJ. 
Sound famUiar? 

thiRi-party developments, the big surprise of the 
month was the detection of longtime NeXl' supporter Mare 
Munford from Insignia to Pages. Sullivan was al$ll pleasantly 

surprised by all the interesting new stuff underway at Metrosoft, especially its 
MetroLock licensing technology, which can enable, any kind of licensing scheme 
a developer chooses to implement, including locking down to the object level. 
This package could be one of the advances that will finally enable a true Object-
Ware market. 

It sometimes gets confusing in this hall of mirrors k1.10Wn as the counterin: 
telligen6e game_ Exchanging in/ormation is (l good thing, as long as you 
remember where our lo'yolties lie. Nothing is better for keeping your Coni· 
pass setting than a white Lt. Sullivan mug in your home or office. Get yours 
for a tidbit af inside information. Reach Sullivan's voice mailat 415/978-
3374 or e-mail himat sullivall@nextwarld.com. RSA public key available 
upon request. 
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clock cycles to complete, while RIse 
processors use simplified 
tions that can be executed in only 
one or two clock cycles. With the 
port to PA-RISC to be followed by 
versions of NEXTSTEP for SPARe ' 
and possibly Digital Equipment 
Corporation)s Alpha, NeXT is 
staking its future on RISe. 

NeXTWORLD got a sneak 
preview of l\TEXTSTEP for HP P A-
RISC running on the new Model 
712, and we were impressed with 
how well the NEXTSTEP experi-
ence translates to a radically dif-
ferent architecture. Put simply, it's 
is where NEXT STEP belonged all 
along (see "Eight Bit 

HP) s Precision Architecture ' 
RISe processor was first intro-
duced in 1986 and, over time, has 
become the industry leader in both 
performance and price/perfor-

NeXT. It could even reawaken 
interest in NeXT.in academic cir· 
cles - NeXT's original target market. 

Customers in financial services 
typically require higher, performance 
and a level of integration not possi· 
ble with a Pc. "We're pushing toward 
on-line, global, real-time systems, 
and there are limitations to what a 
PC architecture is going to be able to 
do," says Jim Holworst, senior vice-
president of trading products at First 
National Bank of Chicago'. Accord-

mance over competitors such as ing to Holworst, the new software is 
Sun Microsystem's SPARe and Sil- arriving just 'iII time, as his firm looks 

. RISC ,ebip (actual size .562S"inch square} icon Graphic's MIPS. Like NEXT- for for its aginghlack 
, STEP, it is a proven technology , hardware. "NEXTSTEP for HPPA-'N' eXT has been chasing a for NeXT since they decided to get that is just beginning to move up .,RISe gives eveIything they 

chimera called the NeXT out of the hardware business." the price/performance ramp. HP need," says Jonathan Guerster, 
RIse workstation since has committed to PA-RISe for the financial services marketing man-

almost the beginning of the COffi- next decade, with plans to use the ager of HP's workstation grdup, 
pany's existence. Few sawthe legen- NeXT fir st looked at RISC microprocessor in everything from "access to the enterprise, high per-
clary beast, but its reputation spread (Reduced Instruction Set Com- personal digital assistants to high" fOfmance, and rapid , application 
far and wide throughout the NeXT I puting) technology in the early end servers. . development and deployment." 
community. Hewlett-Packard's eighties when it planned the orig- NEXTSTEP for HP . NEXTSTEP for HP PA-RISCis 
new low-cost workstation comes ina 1 Cube. But RISe was not yet , will run on the HP Apollo 9000 th.e missing piece in the strategy out-
the dosest yet to capturing that mature, and instead the company Model 712, 715,725,735, and 755 lined by NeXT and HP when the 
machine's mythical appeal. wen t wi th th e 1 a tes t in CIS C but was specifically designed with two companiesjoined£orces last May. 

The arrival of NEXTSTEP for (Complex Instruction Set Corn- the 712 in mind. NeXT has been NeXT software now runs on the 
HP PA-RISC provides NeXT pating) technology, the MotorolashippingPDO (Portable Distributed complete 'range of HP hardware-
tomerswith new high-performance 68030. With the design for the Objects) for the Series 800 Busi- Intel-based Vectra pes, 700 series 
hardware choices that, for the first NeXT RIse workstation on the ness Servers since November 1993. workstations, and Series 800 servers. 
time, allow them to deploy NEXT- drawing boards, NeXT found With the introduction of the "End users can decide what level of 
STEP throughout the entire enter- itself in the middle of an industry Model 712, HP is helping NeXT re- perforrnancethey need," says Guerster. 
prise. And the portable nature of price war that was Won by Intel) move the hardware barrier around HI> has been striving for years 

, NEXTSTEP once again gives devel- another clse architecture. Port- choosing NEXTSTEP. There is to put a human face on UNIX. With 
opers access to a new market with ing to Intel and dosing down hard- now a wide range of avaita ble NEXTSTEP running on a 
a minimum of effort. ware operations were survivalist options at nearly every price point workstation, the company finally 

"The P A -RIS e architecture tactics, not strategies. and performance leveL has the opportunity to move into 
has a tremendous amount of cred- · The RISe workstation died a Although the Model 712 is ini- the commercial space that, until 
ibility in the financial-services wrn- mature death, a victim of the price tially targeted at the financial-ser- now, has eluded it. "The 
munity, as well as the broader war. vices market, its capabilities : services market was a dear Win, so 

, UNIX. community," says Jonathan Clse processors like the Pen· suggest that it will also have appeal we did that first," says Eric Chu, 
Schwartz, president of Lighthouse tium are reaching the end oftheir in multimedia and publishing, NeXT's product marketing man· 
Design. "This is one of the first ' life span; they support complex in- markets that were once promisingager. "But NEXTSTEP opens up a 
unadulterated p_ieces of good news structions that can take several but have long remained closed to lot of doors to the HP sales force." 
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Chu divides the potential mar- I patibility will remain a nagging 
kets into two groups. The first, of concern. Many will continue to 
course, is financial services, the group stick with HP-UX 9.0 running 
targeted with the Object-Enter- Motif 1.2 Xll Release 5. HP-UX 
prise initiative. The second encom- will run Windows applications 
passes all other vertical markets, under WABI or SoftWindows, but 
including health care and telecom- there is currently no way to run 
munications. these applications under NEXT-

According to Chu, pricing will STEP. Customers who need ad-
continue to remain the same across vanced networking capabilities 
all NEXTSTEP ports (which is not and multitasking might decide to 
necessarily true of OpenStep wait for the impending port of 
implementations like Solaris, since \Vindows NT to PA-RISe. But for 
---

NEXTSTEP 
t pizza box 
man 

their price is set by the software 
vendor, not NeXT). 

The extent of HP's commit-
ment to the new platform remains 
in question. NEXTSTEP for HP 
PA-RISC is just one option being 
offered to HP customers, and cur-
rent marketing efforts are focused 
in just one narrow segment. HP 
will support Taligent objects 
within HP-UX, providing some of 
the benefits of NEXTSTEP. For 
some, the lack of Windows com-

existing NEXTSTEP users who 
have never quite shaken the work-
station mentality, the partnership 
is a dream come true. 

Any port in a storm 
NeXT first proved its porting 
expertise with the Intel port in 
May 1993, as it was beginning its 
transition into a software com-
pany. The NEXTSTEP for HP PA-
RISe project officially began on 
July 1, 1993, taking a team of 20 
enginners approximately one year 
to complete. The software will ship 
sometime this summer, according 
to A vie Tevanian, NeXT's director 
of RISe, and subsequent ports are 
likely to take the same amount of 
time, with NEXTSTEP for SP ARC 
arriving at the end of 1994. "It's a 
similar recipe, we just need to change 
the processor," says Tevanian. 

U R E 

EIGHT BIT WONDER 
• • • • • • • • 

The first thing you notice about the Model 712 is how easy it is to set up. 
There are no cards to install and nothing to configure. B's a real work-
station with integrated networking, sound, and graphics capabilities that 
work the minute you take it out of the box. A singje power button on the 
front of the machine is used for both powering on and shutting down the 
system. 

To test Hewlett-Packard's speed claims, we launched the Mandelbrot 
demo that ships with NEXTSTEP. As soon as we let up on the Run button, 
the image finished drawing. Graphics are sharp and flicker free. At first 
glance, the Model 712 appears to be running NEXTSTEP in 24-bit color 
at a resolution of 128()"by-1024 pixels. But in fact, it uses an HP tech-
nology called Color Recovery that uses a lossy algorithm to display 24-bit 
color in 8 bits. This feature allows the 712 to display true-color images 
using one-third of the VRAM, keeping the overall cost of the system low. 

Designers and others who must have true color can purchase a higher-
end machine (such as the 7151 with a 24-bit color card, but such systems 
cost considerably more. We tried out a 715 and were impressed to discover 
that dragging windows around on the screen seemed much faster than on a 
monochrome NeXTstation. 

Support for the 712's sound hardware hadn't been enabled in the 
prerelease version of NEXTSTEP for HP PA-RISe that we saw, but a driver 
should be ready by the time of release. 

The 712'5 video capabilities, however, are another matter. Many users 
are looking to the 712 as a possible replacement for the NeXTdimension 
system, but until NeXT releases its NEXTIME video technology, NEXTSTEP 
can't take advantage of the 712's builtin MPEG decompression. EYen then, 
support is far from certain. NeXT could deyelop a plug-in for NEXTIME that 
supports the video hardware, but, at press time, NeXT had no current plans 
to do so. Under HP-UX,llie 712 can play back real-time video at 30 fps in a 
window that is 320·by-240 pixels in size. Surprisingly, the machine lacks 
any kind of video VO. 

NEXTSTEP for Intel includes a dual boot capability that allows you to 
keep both DOSIWindows and NEXTSTEP on a singie hard disk. NeXT may 
enable this capability under NEXTSTEP for HP PA·RISe, but given the 
size of both HP-UX and NEXTSTEP, users may prefer to keep each OS on 

a separate driYe. 
The 712 can support muHiple monitors simultaneously, but since this 

capability is missing from NEXTSTEP 3.2, the version on which NEXT-
STEP for HP PA·RISC is based, it is unlikely to be supported in the initial 
release. NeXT also has no plans to support HP's TeleShare, an expan-
sion card that offers integrated telephony capa.bilities. A driver could be 
written using DriverKit by an enterprising third party. f 

by LEE SHERMAN 
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Even before the decision to drop 
its hardware was made, NeXT had 
been flirting with putting its OS 
on other architectures. Much of 
the initial work that resulted in the 
HP port was done when NeXT 
was considering which CPU to use 
for the fabled NeXT RISC work-
station. "When we started, we had 
a lot of experience, not only with 
Intel but also with the 88000 
architecture and the PowerPC," 
says Tevanian. "We found that we 
had already done a lot of the work." 

To facilitate the project's com-
pletion, Hewlett -Packard engi-
neers worked on-site at NeXT, 
handling low-level issues related 
to their hardware, such as device 
drivers, while NeXT engineers con-
centrated on higher-level issues re-
lating to NEXTSTEP. With the re-
turn to more proprietary hardware, 
future ports, like the upcoming 
version of NEXTSTEP for SPARC, 
will continue to be driven by such 
partnerships. "When we do these 
types of projects, we .need a part-
ner to help us," says Tevanian. 
"We're not going to just go out and 
get a machine and figure out how 
it works." 

The port proved easier than 
the port to Intel because the tar-
get platform, the 712 workstation, 
has a relatively finite set of hard-
ware requirements. "The nice thing 
is that there aren't a lot of different 
Ethernet and SCSI cards or lots of 
different ways to display on the 
screen, so we don't have to replicate 
our work," explains Tevanian. 
"We could do jnst one set of drivers." 

For both users and developers, 
NEXTSTEP for HP PA-RISC is vir-
tually identical to the versions for 
Motorola and Intel. Beyond in-
creased performance, you won't see 
any major changes in the NEXT-
STEP environment. "We're inter-
ested in delivering the NEXTSTEP 
experience to as many people as 
possible," says Chu. 

In a heterogeneous world, 
NeXT wiU live or die by how well it 
lives up to that strategy. On the 
Intel platform, the task was made 
harder by the many possible con-
figurations and the need to inte-
grate Windows into the NEXT-
STEP environment. NEXTSTEP 
for HP PA-RIse is a no-compro-
mise version of with 
all of the elegance imact. 

fEATURE 

"It's a simple recipe, we just 
need to change the processor!' 

- Avie Tevanian 

The new math 

Initially, the software available for 
PA-RISe will be a subset of what 
is available for Motorola and Intel. 
It can't be assumed that develop-
ers will follow wherever NeXT 
leads, but because NeXT has laid 
the groundwork, porting an appli-
cation to any new platform re-
quires little more than a recompile, 
with no changes to the source code. 
"You recompile, double-click it, 
and it works)" says Tevanian. 

With the Intel port, NeXT 
claimed that it could be accom-
plished in a matter of days. On PA-
RISe, Tevanian says the port can 
take as little as one hour. You can 
expect to see mainstream NEXT-
STEP applications, like Anderson 
Financial Systems ' WriteUp; 
Athena Design's Mesa; Lighthouse 
Design's Concurrence, Diagram!, 
and Taskmaster; and Sarrus Soft-
ware's SBook and Pencil Me In, 
available for P A -RISe on or near 
the time of release. 

While Tevanian's claims may 
be exaggerated and don't take into 
account software testing, docu-
mentation, or other aspects of pro-
ducing commercial software, the 

NEXTSTEP market. "I think those 
vendors that are still viable will 
port," says Lighthouse Design)s 
Schwartz. "Some of the smaller util-
ities might not happen simply 
because those companies may not 
get access to a PA-RISC machine." 

Costs are low enough that 
developers can enter new markets 
without having to leave another one. 
The number of seats they can sell 
into can double or triple overnight. 

"We took development and 
packaging out of the equation," 
explains Chu. "The only trung left 
for a developer to do is QA, and 
they've got a product. We've really 
lowered the barrier on entering 
many new markets. " 

The message to developers is 
that NEXTSTEP is not just one ar-
chitecture but several, all of which 
interoperate across a network. 
NeXT is telling software vendors to 
develop their applications on Intel 
now and port to other architec-
tures as they become available. But 
PA-RISC may eventually become 
the development pIa tform of 
choice because it can significantly 
decrease compiling time. 

leapin r lizards . 
number of potential new seats Regardless of the lack of applica-
seems to ounveigh the costs asso- tions, users who need the ultimate 
cia ted with poning, especially for r in NEXTSTEP performance will 
those developers already in the turn to the Model 712 in droves. I 

When it comes to naming its com-
puters, HP is all business. The 
"Model 712" may not sound sexy, 
but the machine itself is. (Perhaps 
HP should have stuck with the more 
appropriate code name, Gecko.) 
Powered by the latest PA-RISe 
chip, the screaming PA-7i00Le, 
which runs at up to 80MHz and 
features amenities like built-in CD-
quality audio and full-motion 
video capabilities, this machine 
could be the workstation for 
which longtime NEXTSTEP users 
have been waiting. 

The Mode1712/60, which runs 
at 60MHz, is rated by HP at 58 
SPECint, while the 712/80i is rated 
at 84 SPECint. Both systems deliver 
79 SPECfp, making them the fastest 
NEXTSTEP machines available. By 
contrast, a NeXTstatioh Color is 
rated at around 12 SPECint and 10 
SPECfp. 

NEXTSTEP for HP PA-RIse 
was clearly designed with the Model 
712 in mind. The 712's integrated 
hardware capabilities and sleek 
look calls to mind NeXT's origi-
nal black hardware. At the same 
time, it returns NeXT to a level of 
price/performance that it hasn't 
experienced since the introduction 
of the NeXTstation. 

Like Silicon Graphic's Indy 
platform, the Model 712 running 
NEXTSTEP provides all of the 
benefits of running a high-end 
UNIX operating system with an 

interface and power-
ful underlying hardware. It also . 
includes multimedia capabilities at 
a price point low enough to 
pete with high-end pes. This point 
is reinforced by a PC-style key-
board and mouse. "We talked to a 
lot of customers, and we heard loud 
and clear that they wanted more 
hardware choices," says Chu. 

The Model 712, despite its 
conservative name, is a 
ing monster that eats CPU cycles 
for breakfast. Together, NeXT 
and HP have done what neither 
company could do alone. • 

L EE SHE R MA N is a senior 
contributing editor to NeXT-
WORLD. 
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NeXT is cracking open the Japanese 
market with native character support 
and surprise - software availability 

• • • 
NEX'T TIME YOU FIND YOURSELF AT TOKYO'S INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, JUST HOP 

on the Narita Express for central Tokyo. Transfer once for Srunagawa sta-
tion and once more for Srun-Kawasaki, a small community on the outskirts 
of Tokyo. 

Walk up the stairs of the subway station, past the bank of vending ma-
chines selling cans of Coke, Pocari Sweat, hot chocolate, and beer. Leave 
the station, turn around, and you'll see the nvin glass towers of the Mitsui 
Building about a half kilometer in the distance. 

"You can't miss them," says James Higa to visitors 
from the West. "They're the only towers around." 

Indeed they are. The rising sun glints off the 
glass of Higa's 16th-floor office, midway up the 
tower on the right. NeXT Computer K.K. -
NeXT's home across the Pacific. 

• • • 
West meets East 

Like Gaul, NeXT is divided into three parts: 
United States, Europe, and Asia. "I run 
Asia," says Higa. 

At first glance, Higa appears like any 
other soft -spoken, modestly dressed Japanese 
businessman - until he speaks. In a land where 
English is a rarity, Higa speaks in a clear voice 
without the slightest trace of an accent. But lest 
you trunk he is an American with a Japanese her-
itage and last name, listen to him speak with his staff. 
Then Higa is the soft-spoken, cautious nihonjen, without 
a trace of Western articulation or manners. It's that seamless tran-
sition between English and Japanese, between East and West, that remains 
at the heart of NeXT's strategy to capture a piece of the Japanese market. 

Times have changed since NeXT's single claim to fame in the Japanese 
market was its easy system for entering and reading Japanese Kanji char-
acters. Nevertheless, NEXTSTEP's technical edge remains a strong selling 
pomt. 

Until recently, Japan had an uneasy relation with computers. The prob-
lem was character sets. In additional to the Roman characters of the West, 
the Japanese use three other character sets on a day-to-day basis. There is 
the Hiragana, a phonetic alphabet with 83 different characters; and the 
Katakana, another phonetic alphabet with 86 characters that is used for 
words borrowed from other languages. Together, they comprise the Kana. 

Then there is the Kanj i, a Chinese pictorial character set brought to 
Japan by the Chinese more than 1200 years ago. Although the typical stu-
dent recognizes 3000 Kanji symbols upon graduation, there are really many, 
many more symbols, frequently used for place names or kinds of foods. 

typevvriters, and then ters, came to JaDaTl, many people 
pr'edicted "'J1d of t'hp V ... ·l1J·1 AJ"t,.>,. ·) j' [VDll'lr !ll- .:] l-C"lYV) 1'(' 'T..'i";1 W ...... L .... '- .'. \... 1.. l.U . • .. #. :-.. -..J I- L\- .1\. -: . .... JI.{ _ . • I. \.. I L. 

people predicted that the Japanese would have to stop using their pictorial 
system and only use the phonetic Kana. 

In recent years, however, computers have invigorated the use of the 
Kanji, mainly because of good phonetic dictionaries and sophisticated arti-
ficial intelligence-based systems that can pick an appropriate Kanji charac-
ter from a phonetic spelling in the Hiragana or Katakana. Users type on a 
Western QWERTY keyboard (with the space bar split into a few extra 
Sruft keys). The operator types the Kana for a word, a phrase, or even an 
entire sentence, and then presses a special key to cycle through the various 
Kanji symbols that have a similar sound. When the right Kanji symbol is 
found, another key substitutes it for the Kana text. 

• • • 
Opening th market 

\X'hen the first Japanese version of NEXTSTEP was introduced for the Jap-
anese market, NeXT's software was the only operating system from the 
West to automatically support phonetic entry of the Kanji character set in 

every application. Other operating systems, such as DOS or vanilla 
UNIX, required developers to write their own Kana-to-Kanji 

system for each program. At the same time, NeXT's 
400-dpi laser printer was the only low-cost laser 

printer on the market with enough resolution to 
print the complex Kanji forms that make up 

the basis of written Japanese. NeXT was the 
obvious, right choice for Japanese who were 
interested in computing. 

At the time, NeXT's major competition 
didn't come from other UNIX worksta-
tions but from Apple's Japanese version of 
the Macintosh operating system, which 
had its own host of problems; and NEe's 
bastardized version of Microsoft DOS, which, 

for protectionist reasons, wouldn't run stan-
dard DOS or Windows applications. It also 

wouldn't run on any IBM-compatible PC that 
wasn't equipped with special ROMs. 

These days, things have changed. For starters, 
NEe's homegrown Japanese DOS is largely a tiling of the 

past. Instead, most Japanese use IBM DOS JN and Microsoft 
Windows-J, with standard shrinkwrapped DOS and Windows applications 
from the United States, on standard IBM-compatible PCs (though not nec-
essarily with Japanese-language support) . Windows-J comes with a Jap-
anese-input program called IME and nvo True Type Japanese fonts, giving 
many Japanese computer users the power they want at a price they can 
afford. Similar advances have been made in the Macintosh universe, where 
most of the problems with KanjiTalk have been worked out. 

Meanwhile, Sun's SPARCstations have come to dominate in Japan's 
technical-workstation market. Most engineers with Suns on their desks use 
a special version of GNU E!vlACS (called NE.MACS) running on top of an 
internationalized version of X Windows that allows them to enter phonetic 
spellings of the Kanji in a special buffer, cycle through a variety of Kanji 
choices, and send the result to the X Window program of their choice. 

NEXTSTEP is still the only operating environment that gives every 
application program in-line Kanji conversion. NEXTSTEP is also the only 
multilingual system that allows different users on the same machine to enter 
the text and see -her" llJi:'iJ.US in Engu3h, Japanese, French. German, Span-

I) ".j' "r ..... . '" m 'K t -l1· ....... ... <-1' c" rr1<"\ -o'·zea.' L ", c.l,. :· •. Ilni. j' •.. Ok L tar ., lid .. U Lt<lL t. Llat ;,ta .. Lla.l lL . 
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Word pl"QceS$jng 
Word processor 
Page layout . 
DrpJPage la.yoLlt 
Word proCessor 

To discover NeXT's new marketing strategy in Japan, you'll need to 
leave NeXT's headquarters and take a walk to the streets, where NeXT's 
partner, Canon, is selling NEXTSTEP for Intel in its chain of Zero-One shops 
throughout Tokyo and Japan's industrialized corridor. 

• • • 
Sales boom 

1 
I 
r According to Shigeru Kobayashi, who manages NeXT sales for the Zero- I i 

One shop in Tokyo's Shibuya district, sales started picking up when Ne)..1' I 

introduced NEXTSTEP 3.2 in the United States (the Japanese language 
version wasn't available until early 1994). In the last four months of 1993, 
says Kobayashi, the Zero-One store sold more than 50 NEXTSTEP for 
Intel packages. 

Prices for NEXTSTEP in the Zero-One shops are remarkably in line 
with prices in the United States. NEXTSTEP for Intel retails at ¥98,000-

The lero.()ne store in Shibuya displays NEXTSTEP prominenUy. 

roughly $882 (at press-time exchange rates). The developer version is priced 
at ¥228,000 ($2052). Those prices are rather amazing, considering that 
Japanese software traditionally costs two to three times more than the equiva-
lent code in the United States. Canon also sells the white Intel GX as its new, 
integrated "NeXTstation," and the Zero-One stores sell Digital Equipment 
Corporation's Intel-based workstations at prices quite similar to those in the 
United States. 

These aggressive prices might be one of the reasons that Japan accounted 
for seven percent of NeXT's worldwide sales last year, says Higa, who was 
originally recruited by Steve Jobs in 1984 to work on KanjiTalk for the 
Macintosh and followed him to NeXT a few years later. Those figures are 
even more impressive, Higa says, considering that NeXT didn't have a Jap-
anese version of NEXTSTEP 3.1 available until September 1993 - more 
than a year after the product was introduced at home. Before NeXT went I 

out of the hardware business, more than 5000 black boxes were sold in 
Japan, according to Higa. 

But above and beyond character support and hardware integration, 
NeXT has had its greatest success in Japan with what is perceived as a prob-
lem in the rest of its market: the wide selection of that's available 
for NEXTSTEP 

• • • 
The subject is software 

English-language NEXTSTEP applications from the United States and Europe 

PHOTOGRAI'HS BY IMSON L GARFINKEL 
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will run on Japanese-edition NEXTSTEP systems without modification. 
With the exception of programs like word processors, which implement 
their own text object, English-speaking applications will even support in-
line entry of Kanji characters. 

Nevertheless, few Japanese are willing to tolerate applications that do 
not have menus, inspectors, and alert panels translated into Japanese. At 
the same time, few of NeXT's trurd-party developers have had the reSOlU"ces 
or the inclination to translate their programs into Japanese. For these rea-
sons, Japan has seen an explosion in native-grown applications for NEXT-
STEP that rivals NEXTSTEP development in the United States. 

At last count, there were more than 50 different Kanji-speaking NEXT-
STEP applications for sale in Japan. Some of the programs are unjquely 
Japanese, like Bridal Vision Guide and Banquet Vision, both $30,000 pro-
grams for planning formal social events. Others are more mlmdane, like a 
package for integrating Display PostScript graphics into traditional C, For-
tran, and Pascal programs. Nevertheless, Higa says, the most popular pro-
grams are translated versions of English NEXTSTEP applications. "Light-
house is probably one of the biggest sellers here," Higa says. 

Surprisingly, Japan has also become a haven for programs that are no 
longer available in the United States because their original publishers have 
gone out of business or lost interest in the NeXT marketplace. WingZ 1.2 J 
and Improv J are still for sale in Japan, supported not by their original 
publishers but by Canon. Appsoft Image can be purchased despite App-
soft's demise. Canon is even selling its stock of black NeXT cubes and 
NeXTstations - if you can afford them. (Canon had priced NeXT hardware 
in Japan two to three times rugher than the comparable prices in the United 
States. Fortunately, the company has learned its lesson and is not charging 
high markups on Intel-based systems.) 

Despite all of the available software, people who actually use NEXT-
STEP-based computers - especially transplanted engineers from the United 
States - are quick to complain that they can't seem to get the programs that 
they want. That is, they can't pick up the latest copy of NeXTWORLD and 
have their company order a copy of NXFax or Create. The problem, accord-

ing to these engineers, is 
rooted in both culture and 
regulation. 

Culturally, Japanese 
companies are loath to 
order anytillng from out-
side the floating kingdom. 

. .. American professors at the 
University of Aizu (which 
has a small but growing 
installation of NeXT cubes 
and NEXT STEP for Intel 
machines) and at the Inter-
national Media Research 
Foundation (which has a 
collection of NeXT stations 
for music research) report 

l/";'<//t. .:... that their requests to order 
...... · 
/./, .. software and hardware 

Prospective custome.rs can also find NEXTSTEP from the United States are 
resources at Zero-One. subtly discouraged, de-

layed, or lost by their Japanese superiors. "I've given up trying to order soft-
ware from the U.S.," says one researcher in Tokyo. Others report that moun-
tains of paperwork must be filled out to buy something as simple as a $69 
MIDI converter. 

James Higa shows off a Japanese magazine article heralding the anival 
of NmsTEP for Intel. 

The other problem is regulatory. Although researchers can call overseas 
from their home telephones and order software with their own credit cards, 
software purchased this way must be for their own personal use. Anything 
that is to be used by a business or university must be purchased from an 
official which usually marks up the price anywhere from 50 per-
cent to 150 percent over the U.S. list. 

NeXT's Higa sees these problems changing as NEXTSTEP gains mo-
mentum in Japan. "Software companies are very bad at worldwide programs, 
product support, and pricing and availability. So generally you have to go 
through whatever distributors you have to [get software into] in Japan. If 
there aren't any distributors, you are out of luck. [The problem is] especially 
acute during the start-up period. 

"Once a platform starts getting momentum, it's not a problem. u.s. 
software companies will make a decision on their own to come in here, and 
you have aU these Japanese companies clamoring to get the distribution 
rights," he says. 

Higa is counting on NeXT's mission-critical custom-application strat-
egy as the basis for his sales in Japan and the Pacific Rim for the same rea-
son that it has been successful in the United States and Europe: Companies 
have tried shrinkwrapped sofuvare and been dissatisfied with the re ults. 

In the meantime, one of the big problems that NeXT has always faced 
in Japan will evaporate when NeXT moves to NEXTSTEP 4.0. Until now, 
NeXT has always had to internationalize each version of NEXTSTEP to 
accommodate the Kanji s 16-bit characters. NEXTSTEP 4.0 will eliminate 
tilis disparity by using UNlCODE (the 16-bit code that replaces ASCII and 
includes Asian characters in addition to European and Roman character 
sets) throughout the operating system. 

"Even now, the systems aren't that different. The core is the same, Mach 
is the same, NEXTSTEP is the same. The only difference is the Kanji-input 
routines, the input manger, and the fonts. Other than that, it is pretty much 
the same system. The text object does two-byte, but fundamentally, in the 
English system, it does that as well," says Higa. 

Eventually, though, even those minor differences will be gone, and NEXT-
STEP will truly international. "In this age of Internet and global network-
ing, we need a new ASCII that is multilingual," adds Higa. NEXTSTEP will 
surely be one of the first operating systems to have it. • 

S I M soL. G AR FIN K E L is a senior contributing editor to 
NeXTWORLD. 
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ith all the talk about the nation's growing information super- now finding their way into the operating systems of NeXT's competitors, 
highway, those of us who have the privilege of sitting in front of Plain and simple, NeXT has some catching up to do: 
networked computers are increasingly concerned about com- • NeXT should adopt MIT's Kerberos system for network security as 
puter security. And as NEXTSTEP developers deploy mission- the basis for its security model. (The Open Software Foundation has already 

critical custom applications into trading floors, banks, and hospitals, computer made a Kerberos-based system a fundamenta1 part of its DCE.) Kerberos 
security has become a concern for all NeXT customers. could provide badly needed security for NeXT's NFS network file system, 

So it's somewhat surprising that NEXTSTEP's model for computer secu- distributed objects, Display PostScript, and access to the workspace. 
rity seems to be trapped in a time warp that dates back to NeXT's found- • NeXT should license the Andrew File System (AFS) from Transarc and 
ing in 1985, NeXT still offers standard Berkeley UNIX 4.2 tools: Pick a good bundle it into the kernel or make it available as a reasonably priced add-on. 
password, don't put anybody in your .rhosts file whom you don't trust, and • NeXT should update its NFS to incorporate TCP-based NFS, which 
don't use NFS to export a file system to lmtrust- _____ provides better security and, as an added bene-
worthy hosts. fit, better perfonnance over SLIP and PPP links, 

Unfortunately, state-of-the-art security in • NeXT should create an authentication 
1985 just isn't good enough for 1994. Cus- API for its log-in panel or, better yet, embed 
tomers should be able to put their worksta- provisions for token-based security systems 
rions on the Internet without giving away the such as Security Dynamics' SecurID card. 
keys to their business. Perhaps the new partnership with Sun 

NeXT did make one foray into the wacky will nudge NeXT into improving NEXTSTEP 
world of computer security two years ago, security. While Sun is no standard-bearer in 
when, at the 1992 NeXTWORLD Expo, Steve offering secure systems (it was laziness on the 
Jobs demonstrated new encryption facilities pan of Sun's programmers that made possi-
that had been developed for NeXTmail and the ble the 1988 Internet Worm), it has a repu-
workspace. Computer security, or at least encryption, would be part of NEXT- tation of taking security more seriously than the folks in Redwood City. 
STEP 3.0, Jobs told a rapt crowd. Unfortunately, he spoke too soon. But it One thing, however, is certain: Implementing security is hard, thankless 
wasn't a question of whether NeXT's so-called "Fast Elliptic Encryption" work. It takes expensive, high-powered programmers who are skilled in 
violated existing patents on public-key encryption; the real problem was - the art. And if everything works as planned, you'll never know if your secu- I 

and remains - U.S. export restrictions on cryptographic technology. NeXT rity measures are effective or not. Indeed, most companies discover prob-
can't embed encryption algorithms inside its operating system and sell it lems with system security only when it's too late .• 
overseas. 

Encryption aside, there have been a lot of significant advances in com-
puter security since 1985. Applications based upon these developments are 

S I Y1 SO N L. G AR FIN K E L is a senior contributing editor to 
NeXTWORLD. 

eXT DHEWU 
DE IVER THE POWE OF OBJEC1 

Financial services is an industry in which time is critically important. 
Here t where every second can mean the difference between profit and loss, 

some companies have already harnessed the power of software objects in select 
departments to stay ahead of rapidly changing markets. 

Now NeXT and Hewlett-Packard together offer a suite of business solutions 
that spread this power throughout the entire enterprise. 

ANNOUNCING OBJ ECT' ENTERPRISE. 
Object"Enterprise combines the strengths of two technology leaders to offer 

what no one company can: a unified enterprise-wide information system based 
entirely on object-oriented software. 

In a time-conscious business such as a brokerage firm, this type of system 
offers an irrefutable advantage. Because it allows a new generation of financial 
applications to be developed and deployed at every level of the organization-
with radical ly greater speed. 

Object"Enterprise brings NEXTSTEp™ software to a ful l spectrum of Hewlett-
Packard hardware, from PCs to workstations, with ful l support for NEXTSTEP 
objects on business servers. The result is a seamless and scalable system that 
offers a true competitive advantage. 

NEXTSTEP: ': .. PROBABLY THE MOST RESPECTED 
PIECE OF SOFTWARE ON THE PLANET.!! 

The opinion is from Byte Magazine. The fact is, NEXTSTEP is without rival as 
the only shipping object-oriented user and development environment. 

Wall Street traders are already reaping the benefits of this technology, 
deplOYing complex custom applications in months instead of years. 

That's because NEXTSTEP allows applications to be constructed in a modular 
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eXT sales should be congratulated for making its $10-million 
software-sales goal for the last half of 1993 almost to the dollar: 

tial accounts, just as you always lose a few tadpoles to larger fish like the 
Pacific Northwest Giant Salmon (Fishus Gatesius ). Too often, NeXT has 
trumpeted a new account as a "1 OOO-unit account" years before the cus-
tomer had made a final decision. In a very large corporation, several design 
efforts costing millions of dollars might be in process at the same time to 
pick the winner for the big deployment. Lesson: NeXT must have far more 
than 100,000 irons in the fire to make its 1994 numbers. 

But how did it know? How did the numbers come in so exactlv? 
I 

Even more importantly: Are NexTs forecasts for 1994 - 100,000 
seats and $50 million - as accurate and reliable as the 1993 numbers? 

It turns out that there are almost no surprise sales in the NEXTSTEP 
universe. Just as major-league ball players can be spotted a mile off as they 
develop in the minors, a major NEXTSTEP sale is a two-step process. First, 
NeXT must secure a design win, in which a company commits to buy a few 

But in addition to all of the design-win accounts that must be brought 
to maturity, the sales force must continue to get those new design wins if it 

dozen machines and create a custom applica-
tion.It's like having a phenom on your minor-
league team. 

AnY'N'here from six months to two years 
later, the company deploys the custom app, 

, entering the Holy Grail phase when it orders 
several thousand units of NEXTSTEP. In base-
ball, this phase is when the so-called rookie 
is brought up to the majors after several years 
of careful nurturing. 

Warren Weiss and his team determined 
that, in 1993, the number of accounts ready 

expects to have any kind of decent 1995. 
Existing markets must be exploited, and new 
Sun and HP customers must be snared into 
the NEXTSTEP fold. 

It seems to me that these require different 
skills. Bill Weseman has begun to bifurcate 
the design and deployment functions by hav-
ing telesales push one- and two-unit pilot 
programs, but the sales force working with 
the Object Channel still handles both large 
design wins and deployments. 

to deploy, plus a few new accounts on a fast-deployment schedule, plus the 
percentage of sales that come from norunajor accounts, would total that ten 
million, if it was all carefully managed. 

I suggest that NeXT align its sales force 
into teams that have members that specialize in each function. Specific 
account specialists could be assigned at the time of a design win to shepherd 
projects all the way through while the salespeople seek out more opportu-
nities. Patterned on the developer-advocate model, these employees could 
be termed corporate-developer advocates. 

In 1994, because of the long development cycle, most of the $50-million 
goal must come from accounts now in design phases and set to deploy in 1994. 

There are two traps that NeXT could conceivably fall into: First, it could 
be counting on every single one of these design wins to go to the deployment 
phase - an unrealistic expectation. Also, it could take design wins for granted, 
forgetting to nuture and serve them all the way to their conclusion. 

That way, the phenom customer of today could grow successfully into 
the major-league player of tomorrow, and NeXT could do the same, making 
it to the big leagues. • 

It is unreasonable to expect that the company will retain all of its poten- DAN L A V I N comments 011 business issues in NeXT Ink. 

KARDNOW 
AN ENTERPRISE-WIDE SCAlE. 

fashion, using software objects as building blocks. These objects, easily re-used 
and maintained, take the place of complicated and error-prone computer code. 

While the rest of the computer industry is sti ll years away from implementing 
an object-oriented system, NEXTSTEP is here today. Polished and perfected in 
its third release 

AN OBJECTIVE POINT OF VIEW, FROM DESKTOP TO DATA CENTER. 
Hewlett-Packard has long led the drive toward interoperability and object 

computing, offering a scalable hardware architecture from client desktop to 
the enterprise-wide data center. 

With a family of products including Intel® 486-based Vectra PCs, PA-RISC 
workstations and business servers, Hewlett-Packard delivers leading technology 
at al l levels. Along with quality engineering and rock-solid service and support. 

By joining in Object-Enterprise with NeXT, Hewlett-Packard is redefining the 
level of performance you can expect from an advanced trading system. And its 
industry-standard hardware provides the assurance that Object-Enterprise will 
integrate seamlessly with your existing investments. 

SEE HEWLETT-PACKARD AND NeXT NOW IN CONCERT 
Object'Enterprise gives you one point of contact to tap the collective power of 

Hewlett-Packard and NeXT. And we do encourage you to make contact. 
Just call us at 1-800-TRY-NeXT We can supply you with more information, 

and reserve seats at an upcoming Object-Enterprise seminar in your area. (We' ll 
be conducting seminars throughout the country in 1994.) 

We think it will be a day well spent. And we're keenly aware of how valuable 
your time can be. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 
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Decaf Development 
Brew your own apps with Professional 
Software's development environment 
by S [ M SO N l. G AR F [ N K E L 

SPRESSO! Developer 
provides an entirely dif-
ferent way of brewing 
NEXT STEP applica-
tions. In a way, Profes-

sional Software's developer environ-
ment is actually more like cappuccino 
than its namesake, since its purpose 
is to soften any sting of NEXTSTEP 
much as steamed milk softens the 
Italian coffee. 

ESPRESSO! enables program-
mers to create form-based, data-driven 
applications for viewing and modi-
fying information stored in complex 
relational databases without having 
to learn how works. But 
using it comes with a high cost: utter 
dependence upon Professional Soft-
ware for timely bug fixes and advances 
in its development environment, the 

additional points of failure that come 
with using a complex application, and 
less flexibility than the native NEXT-
STEP environment provides. 

Instead of forcing a developer 
to master object-oriented program-
ming, Objective-C, and the nuances 
of the AppKit and DBKit, ESPRESSO! 
gives the developer a more familiar 
paradigm: sophisticated text fields, 
push buttons and sliders, a fourth-
generation C-like scripting language 
called ESl (ESPRESSO! Scripting LID-
guage), and a rap-down program-
ming methodology that would make 
any Cobol or BASIC programmer 
feel comfortable. 

Extensions, exits, roots, and bases 
To make all of this plug and play in 
the NEXTSTEP environment requires 

the use of a counterintuitive set of 
four NEXTSTEP InterfaceBuilder 
objects. Every application that uses 
ESPRESSO! must have an ODExit-
Mgr and ODRoot object in its main 
nib file. You'll also need an ODWin-
dowBase object for every window 
your application intends to display. 
Although Professional Software's 
documentation sort of explains what 
these objects do, the company never 
shares its design rationale with the 
user. 

Once you have set up an ES-
PRESSO! nib, you simply drag out 

traditional NEXT STEP objects such 
as TextFie1ds, Buttons, and other 
Controls. Then, instead of connect-
ing the objects on the screen to objects 
within your program, you connect 
the ESPRESSO! object to the con-
trols on the screen. By doing so, you 
change the control into an ESPRES-
SO! Extension. The extension lets 
you alter the behavior of the NeXT-
provided objects. For example, you 
can use ESPRESSO! to create a Text-
Field that will only hold date and 
time values, or only store floating-
point numbers or currency amounts. 
Thus, ESPRESSO! Developer embod-
ies most features of Objective Tech-
nologies' SmartField Palette at a very 
competitive price. 

The power of ESPRESSO! ex-
tends beyond simple input restric-
tion. Using Professional Software's 
scripting language, you can write 
your own procedure, which can be 
automatically called before or after 
a field's value is changed or as each 
key is pressed. You put these ESL 
functions in their own file and com-
pile them with the ESL compiler that 
Professional Software provides. 
Finally, you tell each object on the 

We keep t e score on NEXTSTEP hardware !:::2::, 
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the task of choosing . 
a PC, workstation, 
or server to run 
NEXTSTEP can over· 
whelm your technical 
staff. NeXTWORLD's 
monthly Box Scores 
cut through the 
marketing claims 
with real perfonnance 
testing. From the 
desktop to the data 
center, NeXTWORLD 
tracks the hits, runs, 
and errors. Call 
800-685-3435 to 
subscribe now. 
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screen which exten-
sion to run by typ-
ing the extension's 
name into the OD-
WindowBase In-
spector. Be sure to 
get the spelling of the 
name right, or else 
your application 
won't work. 

Professional 
Software calls these 
ESL d · ESPRESSO! Developer's palette includes eight objects for IntelfaceBuilder. co e Sl1lppets 
"exits" (a term sure to initially con-
fuse any i\TEXTSTEP programmer). 
Although the ESL language looks like 
C, it isn't. ESL only has 126 built-in 
functions (far fewer than NeXT pro-
vides as part of its ANSI C develop-
ment system), which are documented 
in a single 131-page section of its 
manual (though the manual is avail-
able only on-line). An API allows you 
to call standard C flmctions from 
ESPRESSO! and vice versa. Compa-
nies.considering ESPRESSO! should 
carefully evaluate this unique depen-
dence on a proprietary language and 
compiler, a unique situation in the 
NEX'TSTEP third-party world. 

Developers hacking NeXT's DB-
Kit will be intrigued by the ESPRES-
SO! ODModule object, a DBKit 
"extension." Using ODModule, you 
can perform qualified selections on 
a set of database records, change the 
sort order, or alter the sequencing of 
retrieved records. 

TIllee of the remaining ESPRES-
SO! objects can add basic function-
ality to any NEXTSTEP application: 
ODMultiView, ODDragView, and 
ODPickList. All three allow you to 
change or customize their behavior 
with ESL. Unfortunately, Profession-
al Sofn.vare doesn't provide enough 
documentation to let you modify 
them the traditional NEXTSTEP way: 
by subdassing the Objective-C classes. 
Consequently, what you can do \vith 
these objects is limited to the fe\v 
operations that Professional Software 
thought ESL programmers might 
want to perform. 

The last object in the ESPRES-
SO! Developer library is ODLock, a 
pointed object with the sole purpose 
of preventing other people from open-
ing your InterfaceBuilder nib files. 
Locking an ESPRESSO! nib is impor-
tant, since most of an ESPRESSO! 
application can be run from Inter-
faceBuilder's Test Interface mode. Un-

fortlmately, ODLock is a dangerous 
little object. Make one typo, and you 
might find yourself locked out of 
your own project. 

Locked in, locked out 
But the real problem with ESPRES-
SO! is that it locks the developer in 
to the subset of NEXT STEP that Pro-
fessional Software thinks is worth-
while. Of course, no serious developer 
would consider using ESPRESSO! 
to write a word processor or a 3-D 
modeler. Unfortunately, aspects of 
such sophisticated applications have 
a tendency to pop up in the most 
banal custom apps. When they do, 
the power of NEXTSTEP helps you 
solve your problem - unless you're 
using ESPRESSO! instead. 

For example, a general-ledger 
svstem written with ESPRESSO! .. 
might use Cut and Paste to move text 
about, but it could never use that 
method to transfer journal entries 
from one checkbook to another, since 
catching these events and handling 
them intelligently is beyond the abil-
ities of ESL. To do so, you would 
have to bypass the very functionality 
that makes ESPRESSO! initially 
attractive to developers. 

Companies that don't want to 
dead-end on the road to high-speed 
application development with NEXT-
STEP would do well to skip the cof-
fee break, buckle dmvl1, and learn 
the nuts and bolts of Objective-C and 
NeXT's Application Kit. It \vill be 
well worth the effort. f 

SIMSON L. GARFINKEL 
is a senior contributing editor to 
NeXTWORLD. 

StepWriter-BX and StepWriter-NX are new laser printers designed 
exclusively for all computers runn ing NEXTSTEP that have a SCSI port. 
The StepWriter-BX is perfect for desktop publishers who require high-
resal ution laser printing on letter, legal, or tabloid-sized (11 x17) paper. 
This 8 ppm model is based on the latest 600-dpi BX engine from Canon. 

The StepWriter-NX is based on Canon's new 600-dpi NX engine. This 
speedy 17 ppm printer is perfect for shared use on a network. It features 
an offsetting paper delivery assembly that can place each user's job in 
a separate stack. The StepWriter-NX can also be fitted with an optional 
duplex mechanism for automatically producing double-sided reports 
and manuals. 

Both StepWriter models come bundled with eXTRAPRJNT Laser from 
GS Corp. EXTRAPRINT is licensed to harness the power of the Adobe 
PostScript interpreter built into NEXTSTEP for use with laser printers. Use 
of the Adobe PostScript interpreter ensures that all text and graphics will 
print exactly as you see them on screen. 

Call The Printer Works for the fastest and best way to print from 
NEXTSTEP. Free print samples and literature available. 

---/:'" 
WORKS 

Quality Printers for Computers Since 1982 

800-225-6116 
3481 Arden Road, 

Hayward, California 94545 

IntI. Tel: (510) 887-6116 . Fax: (510) 786-0589 . e-mail: tpw@netcom.(om 

BX and are trademar ·s of Canon, inc., eXTRAPRlNT " , of CS Corporation. NfXTSTfP is registerd trademark of NeXT Compoter. inc.. 
PoslScript i, registered trademark 0' Adobe SI'I"I15. inc. $repWriter·BX and StepWriter·NX at!' lrademark; uf The Printer WUrkl, in<. 
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REVIEWS 

Report for Duty 
Ocean SoftuJare 5 COJnplete puts 
in/ann.ation at your fIngertips 
by SETH Ross 

I ,fj hether data lives on 
t, 
[,\ water-cooled iron or a 

web of workstations, 
[%1 it only has value when 

people can access it 
and put it into useful, readable re-
ports. Drafting business reports from 
corporate databases, though, has 
typically been grunt work. 

But that could change with the 
combination of NeXT's DBKit and 
Ocean Software's Complete Access, 
a report-writing application based 
on modular and interchangeable com-
ponents. 

Complete Access puts an arse-
nal of data querying, fetching, and 
reporting tools at the disposal of a 
programmer or advanced user. Fin-
ished Complete Access documents 
(called "containers") generate reports 
(called "layouts") that can be run at 
will by novice users. 

If you're an executive or tech-
nologist that regularly must analyze 
and report on vast arrays of data, you 
should serjously consider this appli-
cation. Given the right siruation, 
Complete Access could justify the 
adoption of NEXT STEP. 

We evaluated late beta versions 
of Complete Access 1.0 and found 

that it provided easy access to data 
living on a Sybase server. All but a 
few features were functioning in the 
version we reviewed, and the rest 
should be complete by the time this 
review appears in print. 

The component is the message 
A Complete Access container is di-
vided into five component types: Mod-
el, Data Set, Layouts, Queries, and 
Calculations. Components can be cre-
ated separately and then mixed and 
matched to create different containers. 

Complete Access is designed to 
"vork with any relational database 
engine that has a DBKit adapter, in-
cluding Sybase and Oracle. Striedy 
a reporting device, the program can-
not admiillster or build a database, 
nor is it designed to let you make 
changes. The Model component is 
used to connect either directly to the 
database or to models created with 
the DBModeler app, which is included 
with 1\TEXTSTEP Developer. This 
process will typically require some-
one with database experience. 

Using the Data Set component, 
you can suck in data from a ,vide 
variety of sources. The database de-
fined by the Model component is the 

It's simple to compose SQl queries using the Complete Access graphical query builder. 
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common choice. But you can also 
import Tab-limited tex1 Hies created 
by other applications like DataPhile 
or Improv. Just drag the file from the 
Workspace Manager and drop it in 
the Data Set Inspector's welL 

Laying out the data 
Now the power user with little data-
base experience can get into the act. 
The core of Complete Access is the 
Layout component, which produces 
the physical documents and deliver-
abies. It's a snap to layout data in a 
wide variety of common report for-
mats, including mail-merged form 
letters, labels, and envelopes. 

Complete Access allows you to 
toggle between a design mode and a 
browser mode. In design mode, the 
app provides a battery of design tools 
arranged in a horizontal tool bar, in-
cluding drawing tOols and a variety 
of objects (like text fields, memos, 
checkboxes, or pictures) that can hold 
data from your database. Simply click 
the appropriate mini-icon and start 
drawing your layoufs fields. 

Quick queries 
Queries determine which data will be 
retrieved from a database. One bar-
rier to the widespread adoption of 
SQL databases is the difficulty of 
mastering SQL's syntax. Complete 
Access obliterates this barrier. 

You don't have to know a shred 
of SQL to compose complex data-
base queries with Complete Access. 
New queries begin with at least one 
query criteria - a formula that sets 
up the query. To build a query, sim-
ply select and drag a field from the 
table browser and drop it on the 
query criteria. Click the Relational 
Operator button and choose from 
operators like <,:;' =, >, ;::, and so on. 
Finally, type in a parameter you want 
to match. For example, say you need 
to search a customer database for 
anyone by the name of Jones. Drop 
the name field into the criteria. Select 
the relational operator "=" and use 
"J" h v' ones as t e parameter. IOU ve set 
up a query that will retrieve records 
with "Jones" in the name field. 

Complete Access lets you seam-
lessl), create complex queries with 
multiple criteria, which are often built 
arOlmd rhese operators: AND, NOT 
AND, OR, and NOT OR. It's fairly 
simple to query for, say, the custom-
ers who don't have a California ad-

dress and who have ordered more 
than $500 worth of product. If you 
know SQL, you can bypass the 
graphical query builder and directly 
input SQL queries. 

The CA advantage 
The modular approach of Complete 
Access represents a boon for indi-
viduals and workgroups alike. Any 
component can be detached from a 
container and saved in a library. By 

Complete Access 1.0bS lbeta) 

Complete Aecess is a graphical re'/Jert 
writer thatl1110ws bat!} flolfice'and expert 
to se.amlessly query, fetch, (l,nd jJresent data 
from SQI. The app's mOl:11tial' 
approach allows users to reuse and share 
maior report compoftents. 
$499 
0(&1<11 Software 4241 Baymeadows Rd. 

Ft 8n17. 9041363-1646, 
9'041636-5856 fax; info@o.ceansoft.Gom. · 

loading up the library with common-
ly used components that you can 
drag and drop into your containers, 
you save time down the road. Why 
set up that complicated tax calcula-
tion if your co-worker has already 
figured it out? Why set up a query 
from scratch if you developed and 
stored a similar one several months 
ago? Administrative employees could 
be taught to run existing containers 
with almost no training and soon be 
creating new containers out of tried-
and-true componems. 

One notable absence in this ver-
sion of Complete Access is chalting, 
the staple of business reports. Ocean 
will include charting features in Ver-
sion 1.1, and anyone wno buys Ver-
sion 1.0 is entitled to a free upgrade. 

J\'lissing features aside, Complete 
Access should represent a valuable 
tool for those who live and die by re-
ports. It's easy enough for the novice 
yet does not arbitrarily hold back the 
expert. Assuming that Ocean Soft-
ware is able to polish its beta version 
into a solid shipping product, Com-
plete Access should earn a place on 
the Dock of every database junkie. • 

5 E T H R 0 S s is the publisher of 
San Francisco-based Albion Books 
and a contributing editor to NeXT-
WORLD. 
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REVIEWS 

Daydream Believer A NeXT us-ing Daydream ;I 

fter months of hard 
work and negotiations, 
Quix Computerware 
is finally shipping Day-
dream, a combination 

of hardware and software that allows 
black machines to mn - not just emu-
late - Macintosh software. This prod-
uct represents the first time the Mac-
intosh operating system has been 
ported to a non-Apple system with 
Apple's blessings and license. 

To provide this dual capability, 
Quix took the RO,Ms from the Mac-
intosh LC series and put them in a 
box that connects to the NeXT DSP 
port. On the software side, the pack-
age uses Apple's System 7.1 and a 

Daydream reboots the ma-
chine under the Da ydream kernel 
and turns it into a lvlacintosh. The 
Quix effect is quite amazing, but 
rebooting to switch back and forth 
between Mac and NeXT prevents 
cutting and pasting between envi-
ronments and limits Daydream to 
specific, self-contained tasks outside 
of a user's normal workflow. In con-
trast, ARDI's software emulator, 
Executor, is less seamless but operates 
within the NeXT environment. 

will talk and act 
like a Mac, but, . 
because of hard-
ware differences, 
some [imitations 
do exist. Full 24-
bit color video is 
not supported, 
printing is limited 
to Ethernet net - l:.lJ. 

works, and sup-
port for NeXT 
laser printers isn't 
yet ready. Except Even Quark and Photoshop couldn't choke Daydream. 
for scam1ers, most 

custom app developed by Quix. We 
looked at a prerelease version for 
thjs review. 

Similar to Insignia Solutions' 
SoftPC, Daydream uses a disk file 
that acts as a virtual Macintosh vol-
ume and holds the System 7.1 files. 
Unlike SoftPC, however, Daydream 
doesn't run in a window: Starting 

Work Station $2650 Basic Developer $3950 
• Intel i486DX-33MHz CPU • [nte! i486DX2-50MHz CPU 
• TSNVL Bus Motherbrd, [28K cache • E[SAlVL Bus Motherbrd, 256K cache 
• Diamond Mini T\vr case, 230W pwr • Diamond Mid 1\vr case, 250W pwr 
• 16MB RAM • 20MB RM1 • OuaJ cooling fans 
• TEAC l.44 mb Floppy disk drive • TEAC 1.44 mb Floppy disk drive 
• Promise VL Bus IDE controller • Adaptec 1 542CF SCSI I1 Controller 
• 345MB Western Digital HD, 12ms • 540MB Seagate SCSI n HO, IOms 
• ATI Graphic; Ultra Pro \'LB, 2MB VRAM • AT! Graphics Ultra Pro \fJ.B, \TRA.\.\ 
• 15" SVGA Flat Scm color monitor • 17" CTX SVGA Flat Scm monitor 
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel J 1 Game • 2 Seri al, 1 Parallel, 1 Game ports 
• Fujitsu 101 Keyboard • Fujitsu 101 Keyboard 
• Logitech 3 button bus mouse • Logitech 3 button bus mouse 

standard SCSI devices can be used, 
but AD B devices are not supported. 

We were skeptical that a first 
release of an emulator for a system 
as complex as the Macintosh would 
perform well, but it did. Installation 
rook less than five minutes. We tried 
to choke the Daydream with tasks 
in Adobe Quark XPress, 
and a variety of accounting applica-
tions from Microsoft Excel to Peach-
tree's Insight - all from a PU Infinity 
Turbo 105S SyQuest drive. \Y/e 
printed to both a Hewlett-Packard 

DeskJet 1200 CIPS in full CMYK 
color and an Apple Laserwriter Pro 
630 across an Ethernet network. 

The result: No problems. The 
only bug we ran across involved using 
a modem, and Quix promised to fix 
it before shipping. 

For NeXT users with Mac needs, 
this package is a dream come true, 
providing authentic Mac system soft-
ware the performance of a Quad-
ra 950 at a fraction of the cost. • 

by D ON W IL SO N 

QUALITY 

Super Developer $5995 Pentium Screamer $7995 

Above all, a system 
from G.E.C. is quality. Very 
competitive pricing is just a 
little bonus. Our customers 
tell us that the reason they buy 
from us is they know the ma-
chine will work, and that if 
something happens to go 
wrong, a profeSSional techni-
cian is going to make it right in 
a hurry. 

• [Ille] i486DX2-66MHz CPV • Intel PENTIUM, 66MHz 
• EISNVL Bus Motllerbrd. 256K cache • EISNVl Bus Motherbrd, 512K cache 
• Diamond I\vr case, 250W pwr • Diamond Fu ll 1\vr case, 250W pwr 
• 32MB RA.\1 • Dual cooling fans • 32MB RAM • Dual cooling fans 
• TEAC 1.44 mb Floppy disk drive • TEAC 1.44 mb Floppy disk drive 
• orr 2022 EISA SCSI 11 Controller 
• l.O'Gig Micropolis SCSI H HD, lOms 

• OPT 2122 EISA SCSI II Controller 
• l.7Gig Micropolis SCSI II HD, lOms EXPERIENCE 

• #9GXE Level ][ VLB. 2MB VRAM • mlroCRYSTAL pcr S3 video, 4MB VRAM 
• 1 T' ,\1AG SVGA Flat scm monitor • 17" Viewsonic SVGA Super Hi-Res monitor 
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Game ports • 2 Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Game ports 
• 101 Keybrd • Logite{h bus mouse • 101 Key'brd • Logitech bus mouse 
• Toshiba CDRom, ZOOms • NEG TripJe SjXl CORam • Pro Audio 16 

. . .".- .' .' . 

Try dealing with a company 
where every salesman knows 
NEXTSTEP standards and every 
technician has built, loaded and 
tested NEXTSTEP compatibles. 
Our tcchicians are trained, 
work closely with NEXT and 
with our customers on 
compatibilty, and are involved 
in NEXT user's groups. 

G·E·C Computers, Inc. 
1901 East University Drive, #300, Mesa, Arizona 85203 
Fax (602) 834-1 522 BBS (602) 834-6662 

(800) 486-1000 
Phone (602) 834-1 111 
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Rating the Pentium 
NEXTSTEP USERS REQUIRE THE KIND OF POWER THAT ONLY THE 

latest CPU can provide, so the arrival of the first Pentium 
systems for NEXTSTEP is welcome news. 

NEXT STEP can take full advantage of the Pen-
tium chip, which provides aU-around speed enhance-
ments, as well as specific improvements for compute-
intensive tasks like compiling and 3-D rendering. But 

unlike systems designed to run Windows, UNIX hard-
ware must be carefully balanced. If anyone subsystem is 

weak, the entire machine suffers. 
The bottleneck is often hard-disk access. With the right hard 

disk, a '486 system can approach Pentium speeds. And before you upgrade 
to the Pentium, you might consider adding more memory to your machine. 
Many '486 systems allow you to upgrade simply by sticking a Pentium chip 
in the available overdrive slot. While this may be an economical alternative, 
it won't provide the system throughput available in a aue Pentium machine. 

Pentium chips are currently available in 60MHz and 66MHz versions, 
and a 90lvIHz version is on the way. The modest speed increase you'll get 
with the 66MHz version probably isn't 'worth the heat problems you're 
likely to encOlmter. The 90MHz Pentium is expected to include new cool-
ing features that will eliminate the problem. 

Many Pentimn machines include such recent advances in PC design as 
a PCI bus, fast 5CS1-2, and 32-bit color support. Vendors such as Compaq 
and Intel are integrating CD-quality sound into their Pentium systems. \\7hile 
power users will want to wait until NEXTSTEP moves onto PA-RISe, a Pen-
tium-based system provides the maximum performance available today .• 

by DAN L A V I Nand LEE SHE R MAN 

located in the heart of Chicago's loop, NationsBanc - CRT is your 
NeXT step towards a rewarding career with an industly leader. Our 
leading edge technology coupled with a fast paced, casual environ-
ment has everything you will need to be successful. 
As one of the largest financial derivatives trading firms in the 
world, NationsBanc - CRT is well known in the financial indus-
try for the state-of-the-art trading systems that support our 
world-wide trading operations. New projects and developments 
have created an immediate need for: 

A BS in Computer Science, or equivalent, and two years expe-
rience required. Fluency in C programming language coupled 
with programming experience in one of the following environ-
ments is essential: NeXTStep, X, Macintosh or MS Windows. 
Solid background in object-oriented languages such as C++, 
Objective-C, (lOS or Smal/talk also required. Superior commu· 
nication abilities a must. Financial industry experience, a strong 
mathematical background and relational database experience 
highly des ired. 
Make NationsBanc - CRT your NeXT step. We offer a competi-
tive compensation package and full benefits. Not to mention all 
the things Chicago has to offer: a low cost of living, highly 
ace/aimed restaurants, night e/ubs and theaters and world e/ass 
sports teams. 
For consideration, please direct your resume with salary history 
to: NationsBanc-CRT, Human Resources -Dept NSf, 440 S.laSalle, 
Chicago, Il60605. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN. 

NationsBanc-CRT 
Circle 57 on reader service card 
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Box Score User 

I 

2000 NePS·ADS ----$7849 
Configuration 
Pentium 60MHz; 32MB RAM; 1GB 
SCSI drive; CD-ROM drive; 1024-by-
768, 16-bit Miro S3 928 graphics; 3 
VL-Bus and 5 ISA slots; 17-inch color 
monitor. 

NeXTWORLD benchmarks 

MIPS v·v D-V Disk Webster 

Performance 
One of the fastest machines we've seen. 
Subsystems are tuned for high perfor-
mance. Pentium from the ground up. 

Video 
Excellent color. Very slow graphics may 
affect NEXTSTEP performance. 

System design 
Convenient access to CD-ROM drive 
and system controls. Somewhat noisy, 
especially the drives. 

. . , 
Pars International BalTilcudaDX2 

<!: \ . " . ' . _f __ 
$5849 (not including NEXTSTEPJ 

I Configuration 
DX2/66; 32.MB RAlvl; 1 GB SCSI drive; 
CD-ROM drive; 1280-by-l024, 16-
bit AD Ultra Pro graphics; 8 EISA and 
IVl-Bus slots; 17-inch color monitor. 

NeXTWORLO benchmarks 

MIPS v·v D-V Disk Webster 

Perfonnance 
Fast '486 system. Tremendous disk 
performance boosts overall speed sig-
nificantly. 

Video 
Slow ATl graphics, slight jitters, but 

I has high resolution and good color. 

System design 
Clunky tower, strong keyboard and 
mouse. Lots of slots, a number of 
goodies, including DPT card. 

NEXTSTEP orientation 
Advance 2000 is knowledgeable about 
NEXTSTEP and actively working in 
the market. 

Support 
ExceJlent. 30-day money-back guar-
antee. Lifetime labor with a guaranteed 
48-hour turnaround. Lifetime free 
phone support on hardware. One-year 
warranty on parts. 

Value 
hpensive system, but a premium solu-
tion. Good value overall. 

Contact 
Advance 2000, 8560 Main St., Buf-
falo, NY 14221. 7161631-5602,716/ 
631 -0569 fax. 

Nm STEP orientation 
Committed to NEXTSTEP, strong 
UNIX knowledge. 

Support 
One year on parts, three years labor, 
and promises 48-hour turnaround on 
repairs. Toll-free technical supporr. 
No unconditional money-back guar-
antee. 

Value 
Low price for a machine with this 
many goodies. Strong performer. 

Contact 
Pars lnternational, 22441 Foothill 
Blvd., Hayward, CA 94541. 510/733-
0103,8001947-4742,5101733-0206 
fax. 
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StringKit 1.2a '.: ". 
- .. 

••••• $649 per developer machine; source code 
available. 

REVIEWS 

: in body copy is always greatest on 
: any DIP platform, the need for dis-
: play faces - those fonts specifically 
: designed to add zip to headlines or 
: posters - is usually overlooked. 

Objective Technologies, 7 Dey St. # 1502, 
New York, NY 10007,212/227-6767,2121 

, 227-3567 fax; info@object. com. 

: Ciusa's latest offering, three sets of IllilJfltjM __ : sometimes wild, sometimes elegant 
: display faces, reaffirms the company's 

Objective Technologies' StringKit is \ commitment to the NEXTSTEP pub-
a model object library that should : lishing market. Each set comes with 
set the standard for other 1\T£XT- : FontAide, a "mini TypeVievv" util-
STEP developers. In one feU swoop, : •••• : ity, as well as documentation that 
Objective Technologies provides : could be glitzier (this is, after all, a 
developers with a comprehensive _IIlM __ il ___ •• j font package). Ciusa is planning to 

, object for handling all aspects of : include an installer from Metrosoft 
string manipulation, from simple ___ : in the future that should make the 
operations to copying and search- . .......... 1.... : clmnsy NEXTSTEP installation pro-
ing, as well as complicated behavior •• III! : cess easier. Aside from wondering 
like parsing and retrieving string in- : : why certain fonts were included _ 
formation as integers, floating-point : : only Anthony Perkins at his worst 
numbers, or time and date values. : : would use Psycho, while Exclusive 
But instead of stopping there, String- : : sets new standards for umeadabil-
Kit goes on to add OTStringExten- : : icy - these packages are well worth 
sions categories to NeXT's classes to : the introductory pricing. Get 'em 

I support its string objects. As an added ) •••• : now. EB 
bonus, StringKit contains a system : Free •••• 
that the company has developed for : lD Software, Tatun East Tower, 18601 LB} : 549 [CooIFonts, BrushFontsl and 
managing temporary objects in a : Freeway #615, Mesquite, TX 75150. 214! $59 (ArtFontsl 
1 b 1 T' h h d : 613-3589,800/534-2637, 214/686-9288 fax . . goa name space. ese met 0 s : Ciusa, 3208 W Lake St., Minneapolis, MN 

. : . . : ' -416 612/822-1 604 617-922-4426 fax' are implemented as categones on the : Doom 1S an outstandlllg game pre- : )) @ . I ' - , 
Object class, so they are available sented as a public service by the good : clusa wcup.porta .. com. 

to every part of an application. Get : people at ID Software. The com- : \Vhile the demand for typefaces used 
StringKit today and end your fixed- ) pany actually wrote Doom for the ------- --- --- - - --- - - ---
buffer overrun bugs. SLG [ PC market bur developed it first on . 

Crash Catcher 1.1 
NEXTSTEP to take advantage of its : 

: rapid prototyping. It sells the PC ver- : 
: sion but gives away the less complete 

•••• : NEXT STEP version to support the 
$749 NeXT community. Overall, Doom is 
\Y/hiteLight Systems, 350 Cambridge Ave. : an excellent game. You move through 
#200, Palo Alto, CA 94306. 415/321-2183, . b 
415/321-2083 fax; info@whitelight.com. an alien base picking up 0 jects, 

. . shooting baddies, trY1l1g out new 
Unexpected applicatIOn can weapons, and exploring in general. 
be one of the most : It sports terrific graphics, lots of intri-
for a developer to uncover. It Just : cacies and hidden tricks without 
crash.ed," complains the customer, losing of its basic role as a shoot-
who. 1S often unable to further : 'em-up game. As ill says, you can 
detaIls. no longer. W1th, Crash l have a slugfest without requiring the 

a reflexes of a hyperactive eight-year-
link mto your exlStl11g . old. Available at all major archive 
it is as if of, your users are nmrung sites. Highly recommended. Would 
your application from GDB. er: definitely get more cubes except for 
ror? Invalid message sent to an object:' its unfinished status. DL 
No matter: Crash Catcher catches 
the error, generates a detailed back 
trace (better than GDB's), and gives 
the user the option of printing it or 
e-mailing it back to your techrucal-
support department. No serious de-
veloper should be without it. SLG 

or station 1m 

Dedicated to the NeXTSTEP Community 

and Tested 

The 
Newest 
Hardware 
with the 
Latest 
Drivers! 

with 

our Company's Source for the 

PROFESSIONAL / GX Workstation 
#1 in QualiW 

619-723-4827 sales / support 619-723-4392 fax 
NeXTmail: tfinn@gun.com 
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I Netlnfo-

NEXTSTEP Nednfo for Heterogenous Networks 

NetInfo is a flexible and extensible database system for information 
about computer and network configuration. It is highly-regarded 
for its ability to easuy manage complex heterogeneous net:'.vorks 
via a powerful NEXTSTEP graphical user interface. It is currently 
available for SPARe, Auspex, HP/UX, RS/6000 and OSF/ l. 
Through the graphical administration tools of NEXTSTEP, 
NetInfo can manage all of me UNIX workstations on a network. 
It also allows file and compute servers to act as Netlnfo servers 
for me entire network. In cilis way, Ned nfo provides flexibility 
for storing and distributing general, as weU as custom information. 

Information Processing Application 

NoteBook is for everyone seeking a convenient way to manage 
everyday flow of information and ideas. It's a revolutionary 
application whose power comes from two breakthrougfls. Fi rst, 
NoteBook uniquely combines an outl ine processor for creating 
lists of information with a visual "notebookll metaphor for 
management. Together, they make storing and organizing 
information simple and elegant. Second, NoteBook employs 
Dynamic Index Views technology (Pat Pending 1992), allowing 
you to instantly view "cross sections" of your information. It's 
like having me power of a sophisticated database query system 
without the complexity. 

Real·Time Video Digitizer/tvluftimedia Board 

Screen Machine Il-1993 NeXTWORLD Best of Breed- -is a 
real-time true-color or grey scale video digitiz.er and a multimedia 
board capable of displaying live video in any size at any monitor 
position. It combines high-quality image recording, digital 
video signal processing, and real-time video display on a single 
board for your Intel 486-based PC running NEXTSTEP. It is 
cl1e first video overlay board to support non-interlaced resolution 
of 1024 x 768 at screen frequencies of up to 76Hz in graphics 
mode. Screen Machine II incorporates the Professional Video 
Scaler and the Video Memory' Controller (VMC) which increases 
the display quantity of the live video and provides video 
effects/overlays, such as luma, chroma keying, mosaic, etc., 
res pecti vel y. 

Business And Scientific Charting Application 

CHaRTSMITH is a presentation quality charting and graphing 
package that allows the novice or expert user to create business 
and scientific charts qUickly and easily. The focus of the 
CHaRTSMlTH user interface is the Chart Window where 
charts and graphs are displayed and directly manipulated. A 
single Chart Window corresponds to a CHaRTSMITH document 
in which any number of charts can be stored. In coordination 
wim the Chart Window is the Data Window, where me data-
that is graphically represented in a chart- is entered and stored. 
From any given chart, a CHaRTSMITH template can be built, 
storing the attributes of a chart so that future charts can be 
identically formaned. 

Pre· Loaded With NEXTSTEP And Demonstration Applications 

Graphical PostScript Editing Application 

TAILOR is an essential for publishing and page 
layout tasks. T AlLOR can edit any PostScript (PS and EPS) 
document, including multi-page PostScript files imported from 
MS Windows or Macintosh platforms. TAILOR can move, 
reshape, or delete all types of graphic objects, such as line art, 
text and pixel images. It can recolor, modify or add line art; 
alter typefaces; add or modify text; and regroup text lines into 
paragraphs for more flexible editing. TAILOR can then save 
rile results back into a PostScript file or use the standard copy 
and paste functions to place them in any NEXTSTEP application. 

Easy-ra-Use SNMP Monitor Apptication 

NetWatch is an easy-to-use SNMP monitor application that 
runs under NEXTSTEP .. NetWatch supports SNMP MIB-I 
and MIB-Il as well as Ridgeback Solutions' SNMP AGeNT 
for NEXTSTEP and SunOS. The SNMP AGeNT extensions 
allow access to: file system(s}, swapfile(s), processes running, 
CPU utilization j and who! s logged in. 

• Topology maps and network represent:ation 
• Node icons 
• NetInfo support. 
• Queries and more ... 

Matrix·Based Spreadsheet Application 

Questar is a spreadsheet application for NEXTSTEP mat combines 
rlle intuitive metaphor of matrix-based spreadsheet widl a number 
of very powerful fearu.res and a true NEXTSTEP interface. 
Questor includes a powerful scripting language, a seamless 
SQL database interface and a flexible API that makes Questor 
the perfect tooL for any rype of problem solving. 

The backbone of Questor is a conventional matrix-based 
spreadsheet application that can easily be used by anybody that 
have once used spreadsheet applications like Microsoft: Excel, 
lotus 1-2-}, or Wingz. 

Mufti·User Database Application with SQL Front-End 

VarioData Pro contains two applications: VarioBuilder and 
VarioData. VarioBuilder is used to create a new database and 
modify an existing one, while VarioDam is primarily used for 
cile actual database front-end itself. 

• SQL connection: work with existing tables (created in omer 
programs) or choose "read-only" or "modifications possible." • 
Supports Sybase, Informix, Oracle, Interbase .• Scripts: define 
form ulas to use VD autOmatically . Report design. Formulas 
• Formula inspector. Report inspector . Barcodes generation 
• Multiple database windows . User-definable labels. Help 
lines for texts, ruler, alignment, definable grid, fonts, etc .... 
Extended print panel: fax merge, print, email. Multi-user 
support with safe record locking. Album and marry more. 

Imel486 DX2/66 Mhz • Mini-Tower or Tower case. 256KB write-back cache. 2 VESA local bus and 6 EISA slots. Up to 
128MB RAM • 240MB, 540MB, 1.2GB, or 2.4GB hard drive options. ATI Graphics Ultra Pro video card wi 2MB VRAM 
(1120 x @16-bitw/ Rev. 6 card) • Intel Ether Express ememet card. 1 T' high·resolution monitor. Adaptec 1542C SCSI 
card. 3.) floppy dnve • 2 senal and 1 paralle! port. 101 keyboard. Logitech bus mouse. Optional 2·year warranty 
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lis imply print your name, title, address and telephone number 
on the attached card. And answer the three questions. 

Circle the numbers on the card that match the number 
• at the bottom of the ads which interest you. 

Information from Advertisers 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
21 22 23 24 2 - 26 27 28 
31 32 33 34 -' - 36 37 38 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
51 52 53 54 55 -6 57 58 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 

19 20 
29 30 
39 40 
49 50 
59 60 
69 70 
79 80 
89 90 
99 100 

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 
m 112113 114 115 116 11711 8 119120 
121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 
131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 
141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 ISO 

Please print clearly 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Ad dress 

City, State, lip (required) 

COlU1try 

Phone: (Area code/Number) FAX 

email 

Information from Advertisers 
." --. ..- - , ..... 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
11 ] 2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
61 62 63 64 6 - 66 67 68 69 70 
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 ]00 

Product Showcase Information 
101 102 103 104 105 106 '107 108 109 11 0 
111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 11 9 120 
III 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 
131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 
141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 

Please print clearl y 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City, State, Zip (required) 

Country 

A. Depanmenr you most often work in 
(please check one): 

o 1) Accounting, finance or auditing 
:] 2) Administration or general 

management 
a 3) Design or creative services 
04) Education or training 
051 Engineering 
06) Manufacturing, production or 

operations 
J 7) .vlarketing, promotion or 

communications 
08) MIS/DP, tech. services or tech. 

documentation 
09) Other 

1(1 Mail this card today. 
IiII POSTAGE IS ABSOLUTELY FREE! 

C. Publication you read regularly 
(please check all that apply): 

015) Business Week 
016) Byte 
o 17) Communications Week 
'] 18) Computer Reseller News 
o 19) Computerworld 
020) Forbes 
021) Fortune 
o 22) lnfoworld 
o 23) LAN Times 
024) MacUser 
025) Macweek 
026) Macworld 
027) Open Systems Today 
028) PC Magazine 

B. Computer you use at work or at home ] 29) PC World 
(please check all that apply): :J 30) Personal Workstation 

o 10) IBM or compatible 0 31) Publish 
011) Macintosh 032) SunWorld 
012) NeXT a 33) Unix Review 
013) Sun 034) Unix World 
014) Other Unix work 'tation 035) Wall Street Journal 

o Check here for a one-year subscription to NeXTWORLD. $29.95/year 
for J 2 monthly issues a year. 
For Canada add $15 (includes 7% GST tax) All other foreign 
orders mll t be pre-paiel in U.S. funds only and add $40 for airmail 
dellvery or 51 - for surface mail cle[ivery. DO NOT SEND CASH. 
Check or money oreler accepted. FAX: '1-615-377-0·25 to charge 
Visa/Me. 

APRIL ISSUE EXPIRES MA Y 24, 1994 

A. Department you most often work in 
(please check one): 

01) AccoLlnting, finance or auditing 
a 2) Administration or general 

management 
a 3) Design or creative services 
'J 4) Education or training 
05) Engineering 
06) fvlanufacturing, production or 

operatIons 
o 7) Marketing, promotion or 

commUlllcatLons 
08) MISIDP, tech. services or tech. 

documentation 
09) Otber 

C. Publication you read regularly 
(please check all that apply): 

015) Business Week 
a 16) Byte 
o 17) Communications Week 
o 18) Computer ReseUer News 
019) Computerworld 
020) Forbes 
021) Fortune 
022) Infoworld 
023) LAN Times 
024) MacUser 
025) Macweek 
J26) Macworld 
:0 27) Open Systems Today 
028) PC Magazine 

B. Computer you use at work or at hOJ'1e 029) PC World 
(please check all that apply) : 030) Personal Workstation 

:J 10) IBI"l or compatible 0 31 ) Publish 
011) lvlacintoshJ 32) Sun World 
o 12) 033) Unix Review 
a 13) Sun a 34) Unix World 
014) Other Unix workstation 035) Wall Street Journal 

o Check here for a one-year subscription to NeXT\VORLD. S29.95/year 
for 12 monthly issues a year. 
for Canada add $15 (includes 7% GST tax ). All other foreign 
orders muJ be pre-paid in US. funds only and add $40 for airma il 
deliverv or $J =) for surface mail delivcn .. DO _ aT SEND CASH. 
Check oreler accepted. FAX: '1-615-377-0525 to charge 
• • • I . 
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CHaRTSMITH 
Compose In Color 
Concucrence 
Create 
Diagram!2 
Grapnity 
Image Agent 
PhotoRIB 
Pixel Magician 
Retina 
ScanTastic 
Tailor 
TextArt 
Virtuoso 
WetPaint 
ZZ Volume 
WordPerfect 
intuitiv'3d 
solidThinking ANIMA TO R 
solidThinking MODELER 
3D Reality 

Mix 
Connectlt! 
TeleComm 

CHlNAware 

Business and scientific charting 
Advanced image editing and processing 
Presentation and outlining 
Easy-to-use drawing & illustration 
Technical and business drawing 
Business graphics 
Drag-and-drop non-native image files 
Photorealistic 3D renderer 
Image file format converter 
Scitex IRIS solution 
Scanning application for various scanners 
Graphical PS/EPS editor 
Typeface illustration 
Advanced graphic illustration 
Image editing and processing 
Architectural design 
Word processing standard 
3 D modeler and renderer 
3D animator 
3D modeler and renderer 
3 D modeler and renderer 

Voice mail, email, fa.,;, modem 
Email & UUCP connection setup 
Telecommunications 

Chinese environment 

, ,'" ' > '< ",G-lmes 
-_ • .. _ 1 l . I,,; 

Rocks! 
Wonderful Mosaic 

Space mission game 
Timed puzzle game 

'" .':, '. " :.pr(;allcH\lity 
_. 1. 

Assistant 
Electro File 
FrontDesk 
MetroTools 
NewsMan 
NoteBook 
PaperSight 
Simon Says 
SoftPC 
StaylnTouch 
TaskMaster 
TouchSight 
TypingCzar 
VIVA! 
What's Happening? 
Who's Calling? 
direct 

Alembic Workstations 
Black Box 
Elonex Workstations 
Mix box 
Screen Machine n 
i56 w/DSP and sound board 
miro 

Contact management 
Imaging systems 
Network in/out board and phone messaging 
General productivity 
Dow Jones news retriever 
Information processing 
Office document manager 
Voice and speech recognition 
DOS & Windows emulation 
Address book 
Integrated project management 
Touch screen for NEXTSTEP 
Keyboard typing trainer 
Business management and information systems 
Multiple calendars management 
Client management and scheduler 
Address management and phone dialer 

Hardware 

Intel 486/Pentium-based workstations 
Image processing accelerator 
Intel 486 and Pentium-based workstations 
Telecommunication system box 
live video and real-time video digitizer board 
Digital signal processing board 
High-end graphics card for Intel-based PC 

", "." . - -
1<,\ r' 

DataPhile 
VarioData 

Personal flat-file database 
Multiuser flat·file database 

AGeNT 
Cub'X-Window 
Netlnfo 
NetWatch 
SNM for Spare-SUN OS 4.1x 

Questor 
Mesa 
Sunrise 

AquaNet 
FTl/DOE 
FTl/SWMM 
Mathematica 

Dots CLClO 
Dots CLC300/500 
Dots CJlO 
Dots Color 
Dots Monochrome 
Dots PCL5 Color 
Dots RTl Color 
Dots TS 
Engage!Desktop 
EquationBuilder 
FrequentPhrases 
LaserMan 
MetroFonns 
MetroKeys 
MetroSuction 
NIST 
SplitBuilder 
Squash! 
VirtS pace 
Author! Author! 
niCe 
ticc 

BarCodeKit Cd l l/MSI 
BarCodeKit CodabarPalette 
BarCodeKit Code 128Palette 
BarCodeKit Code16KPalette 
BarCodeKi t Code30f9 Palette 
BarCodeKit Code49Palette 
BarCodeKit Code93Paiette 
BarCodeKit EANPalette 
BarCodeKit ISBN/ISSN 
BarCodeKit ITFPalette 
BarCodeKit JAN Palette 
BarCodeKit PostalPalette 
BarCodeKit UPCPalette 
Bar-a-Coda 
CraftMan 
Crash Catcher 
Dolphin Kit 
Electro 
ESPRESSO! Developer 
SerialPortKit 
SeriaIPortServer 
Simulation Kit 

SNMP agent 
X-Window emulation 
UNIX netw'ork system administration 
SNMP monitor 
Network manager 

:Matrix-based spreadsheet 
Traditional spreadsheet 
Personal traditional spreadsheet 

Simulation for pressurized pipe networks 
Dynamic building energy analysis 
Hydrology, hydraulic/water simulation 
Advanced mathematics 

Canon CLClO driver 
Canoo. CLC300/500 driver 
Canon CJ 10 driver 
Color printer drivers 
Monochrome printer drivers 
Dot matrix and laser printer drivers 
Dot matrix and laser printer drivers 
Dot matrix and laser printer drivers 
Desktop environment manager 
Mathematical equation editor 
Frequently used phrases insertion 
Serial·port laser disc player controller 
Forms creation 
Macro creation 
MAB-file examination and removal 
System clock synchronizer 
Large email splitter 
File compression 
Virtual screen manager 
Document history keeper 
RTF source code development tools 
System dock synchronization 

Industrial barcode creation objects 
Industrial barcode creation objects 
Industrial barcode creation objects 
1 ndustrial barcode creation objects 
Industrial barcode creation objects 
Industrial barcode creation objects 
Industrial barcode creation objects 
Industrial barcode creation objects 
Industrial barcode creation objects 
Industrial barcode creation objects 
I ndustrial barcode creation objects 
Industrial barcode creation objects 
Industrial barcode creation objects 
Bar-code reader 
Multimedia authoring tool 
Application crash reporter 
Set of tools, classes and protocol 
Power controller 
AppKit and DB Kit extension object pallete 
Object library/palette for communications 
Serial peripherals server objects 
System modeling and simulation objects 

Alembic Systems International Ltd. 
1.800.452.7608 info@alembic.com 

14 Inverness Drive East, G-228 
Englewood, CO 80112, U.SA 

303.799.6223 
301799,1435 fax 

Circle 27 on readerservice card 800.452.7608 

34 Alexandra House 
333 Kings Road 
London SW3 5ET, United Kingdom 
+44.71.351.9980 
+44.71.351.3117 fax 
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Product Showcase 

AXONE: Neural Networks for MESATM 

AXONE.app is a brand new NeXTSTEP application that lets you cre-
ate, test, and run neural networks in a flash. Axone accesses your data 
model directly on your running MESA spreadsheet. Once satisfied with 
network performance, output your network as a Mesa Addln, or as a 
C-Function. All calculations necessary during network training are per-
formed by Axone_server, a platform independent program available 
for ali NeXTSTEP platforms, as well as SUN, HP, and others. Special 
introductory Price: 495 US$. 
................................... ....................... .. .. .......................... , .... 
Xenon Technologies Corp. /16 Rue Christophe Colomb, 75008 Paris, France 

(33) S9 24 1 S 27, Fax: (33) 5903 66 30, Email: .Axone@iaS.u"strasbg.fr 

Circle 101 on reader service card 

Remo e control for NEXISTEP 

r [I]: 
[!j 

ScreenCast™ aUows remote control of other NEXTSTEP computers on 
you local or wide-area network. You see a copy of the remote computer's 
display and are able to manipulate it using your mouse and keyboard-just 
as if you were there in person. ScreenCast is invaluable for performing 
remote system administration without ever leaving your desk. It is also per-
fect for providing remote user suppott- talk on the phone while showing the 
user how to correct the problem. $160 per user. 
Call or email for a free evaluation copy . 
•• •••• ••••••• •• •••• , •••••••• • ••••• •••••••••••••• •• • •• •••• e •••••• ,.t ••••••.•..• • . ,., •••.•.••. 

Otherwise/1501 Lowe Ave/Bellingham, WA 98226 
(206) 647·9436, Fax: (206) 738-6011/sCleencosf@otherwise.com 

Circle 103 on reader service card 

32 NIXTWORlD APRIL 1994 

ECLIPSE: TO LEAVE OTHERS BEHIND 

Eclipse 850E Eclipse 735£ Eclipse 535£ 
Penitium 60MHz Pentium 60MHz Intel 486-66MHz 

32mb expo 64 32mb expo 64 16mb expo 32mb 
2GB 5C5I-2 1.2GB 5C51-2 540MB HARD DRIVE 

32-B1T CONTROLLER 32-BIT CONTROLLER 32-BIT CONTROLLER 
INTERNAL CD-ROM INTERNAL CD-ROM INTERNAL CD-ROM 

#9GXE 1280XI024 #9GXE 1280XI024 #9GXE 1280X1024 
17" .28DP MONITOR 17" .28DP MONITOR 17" .28DP MONITOR 
••••• I •• It ••••••••••••••• I ............. . ............................... ••••••••••• , It. I ••••• 

Data Net /1188 (Iko Dr/Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
voke 800.695.1 599/fax 408.147.0955 

Circle 102 on reader service card 

Screen recording for NEXSIEP 
0theIWise 

WatchMe™ creates "tapes" by recording the screen activities and sounds of 
a work session to disk. You record a session, explaining what YOll are doing 
while you are doing it. When the tape is played back, viewers hear your 
voice whi le seeing what you did. WatchMe is great for creating 
instructional materials or for documenting your custom applications. 
WatchMe tapes can be used by themselves, or incorporated into multime-
dia documents. 

, ." ••••••••••••••••••• , •• • • •••••••• •• • ••••••••••• ••••• • 'f •• • .e •••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• 

Otherwise/I SOl Lowe Ave/Bellingham, WA 98226 
(206) 641-9436, Fax: (206) 138-6017/watchme@otherwise.com 

Circle 1 04 on reader service card 
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Complete Access ----
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Complete Access is the first object-oriented report writing application. 
Features include an intuitive graphical query builder which lets anyone 
create ad hoc queries without learning SQL, charting, and optional out-
lining. Approximately 100 functions permit you to perform almost any 
type of calculation on your data. Use Complete Access to create not only 
your reports, but mail labels, envelopes, forms, list views, and more. 
Complete Access can be used with Rosebase, Sybase, Oracle, QuickBase, 
Interbase, or any other database for which an adaptor is available. 

Ocean Software, In./4241 Baymeadows Rd #12,/JlKksonvRle, FL 32217 
904-363-1646/info@oceansoh.(0IR 

Circle 105 on reader service card 

The Last Word in NEXTS I EP Systems 

All of our systems are preloaded, configured, and tested with 
NEXTSTEP according to your requirements. Our customer ser-
vice has made us No.1, ask Clorox, Bank of America, Lawrence 
Berkeley Lab, UC Berkeley, Unisys Corp., EDS, PG&E, and 
many more. 
Order Desk Call Toll Free: 1-800-947-4742 

' .. ,. ... . ....... , , . , ...... . , , .... , . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 
Pars International Computer/22441 Foothill 8IvdJHayward, CA 945411(8001947-4742 
(510) 733.0103 Fax 15101 733-0206 

Circle 107 on reader service card 

Product Showcase 

Neural Network Simulation Environment 

NeuroSolutions™ provides a highly advanced, object-oriented simulation 
environment for neural network design applications. The innovations fea-
tured in this package give you unparalleled power to deploy neural net-
works to provide real world solutions for manufacturing quality control, 
financial forecasting, targeted marketing, academic and laboratory research. 
Our package implements both static and recurrent neural networks with 
incredible power and speed and provides extensive probing capabilities. 
With NeuroSolutions, a neural network is no longer a "black box". 

NeuroDimension, Inc./720 SW 2nd Ave., Suite #458/Gainesvdle, FL 32601 
(800) 634-3377/(904) 377-5144/FAX (904) 338-6779 

Circle 106 on reader service card 

ACCURATE TERMINAL EMULATION FOR NEXTSTEP 

Cables is the definitive terminal emulation and communications applica-
tion for NEXTSTEP. Features: DEC VT320, VT220, VI102, ANSI-PC, 
DG D211, Tektronix 4010/4014 emulations; function keys and key-
board mapping; connect directly to serial ports, shells, or remote hosts; 
built in file transfer protocols; full color support; drag and drop configu-
rations and more. With accuracy, robustness, and ease of use, Cables is 
the clear choice for your interoperability and legacy application needs. 
Price: $189-$399. Available for Intel and NeXT hardware. 

Yrrid Incorporated/507 Monroe 5t./Chapel HiD, NC 27516/(919) 968-7858 
Fax (919) 968-7856 IE-mail: info@yrrid.com 

Circle 1 08 on reader service card 
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Product Showcase 

100 MIPS PENTIUM ™ PROCESSOR w / PCI LOCAL BUS 

Our 64bit Pentiwn™ Processor is more than twice as fast as a 32bit 486DXl-66 and 
over four times faster than a NeXT station T urboColor. Our Intel® motherboard incor-
porates PCI Local Bus, the NEW industry standard with data transfer rates of 
132MB/s. We only use lntel® manufactured motherboards that are upgradable co 
faster Pentium™ Processors as they become available. Don't be fooled by 32bit 486 
systems that claim to be Pentium™·upgradable.1BEY'RE NOT! We specialize in cus-
tom configurations with over a year's experience with 'NeXTSTEP on the PC and we 
typicaUy deliver v.'ithin 1-2 weeks. TAG is a SmaU, Minority-Owned Business. Systems 
available on GSA Schedule. Cali toU free 24Hours to talk to a Support/Sales MSEE. 
· .......... ....... ..... t·· ... ·· .·· ............... ' .. 'I •• • •••••• •• , ••••• • , • •••••••••••••••••• • •• 

Tethnology.Advancemen. t Group, Inc./4425 Brookfield Corporate Drive, Suite 800 
(hantilly, VA 22.021-1642 Ph. (80b) TAG-POWER (703) 631-111 Fax (703) 631-2761 
Pen1NI1 Pr_l!!UIlllelln5ide Or< registered Irodemlll\! Df late! 

Circle 109 on reader service card 

GraphRight 
Simply Dragand Drop 

00 20 .:10 5.0 8.0 10.1 ;2. 0 

Time in milliseconds 

GraphRight is the most advanced, easy to use application for creating 
graphs and charts available for NeXTSTEP today. GraphRight's Object 
Oriented API can retrieve data from a variety of sources such as databases 
and stock feeds. 
Features include: -Full Distributed Object API -Dynamic Object Linking 
-Error Bars and Linear Regression -Intuitive Interface -Backdrop Imaging 
-Easy to Use Table Based Data Editor -Full Rich Text Editing -Unlimited 
Undo 'Drag and Drop Everything 'Discontinuous Selection of Dara . 
....... " ...................................................................... ........ ......... . 
Watershed Tethnologies In(./13 Tremont St. Suite 3f /MorIboro, MA 01752/(508)-460-9612 
Fax (508)-481-3955/graphright@watershed.(om 

Circle 111 on reeder service card 
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PLUG AND PLAY PERIPHERALS FOR YOUR NeXT 

Peripheral Solutions speciatizes in quality high performance disk, tape and CD·ROM sub-
systems for your NeXT workstarion. Each device has been qualified on the NeXt to ensure 
true plug and play reliability on black and white hardware. 
• First rare sales and technical support. 
• University and Goverrunent PO's accepted. 
• Micropolis 1 GB Externat Disk Subsystem, $998. 
• Exab}'te 4200 DAT Subsystem, $998. 
• Come vis it us at our booth at NeXTWORLD EXPO tbjs June. 

.. .............................. ........ ...................................... , .... ....... .... . 
Peripheral Solutions/lOS Dubois Street/Sanla Cruz, CA 95060 
(408) 457-3160 Fax: (408) 425-S792/Eman: psi_eng@nelcom.(om 

Circle 110 on reader service card 

23 Unique or Superior Features 

CrashCatcher™ is a non-intrusive runtime utility for Objective-C debug-
ging. It sends comprehensive crash and non-faral NXException reports 
to the user's console or to an e-mail address for software in gdb, beta-
test and production. Initiate reports externally and then return control to 
the application. Customize report triggers and coments, even to system 
and third party resources. Safely decode C strings and objects. Enable 
"soft landings". To save time in developmem and achieve 100% report-
ing of errors in the field, ask for your free Evaluation Kit. 
• ••• ', •••••••• 1 •• 1 .............. . ..................................... . ... . . .... ..... . .... . .. . 

WhiteUght Systems, In(./350 Cambridge Avenue, Suite 200/Palo Alto, CA 94306 
Phone: (415) 321-2183/Fax: (415) 321-2083/info@whitelight.com 

Circle 112 on reeder service card 
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IDG: WORLDWIDE 
NeXT\X'ORLD is a publication of [nternational Data Group, 
the world's largest publisher of computer-related mformation 
and the leading global ptovider of information semces on 
information technology. lnternaEional Data Group publishes 
over 194 computer publications to 62 countri ... Forty mil-
lion people read one or more International Data Group pub-
lications each montl!. Internarional Data Group's publIca-
rions include: ARGENTINA'S Computerworld Argentina. 
Infoworld Argentina; ASIA'S Computerworld Hong Kong, 
PC World Hong Kong, Computerworld Southeast ASia, PC 
World SIngapore, Computerworld Malays,a. PC World 
MalaYl ia; AUS TRALIA'S Com puterworld Austraha, 
Australian PC World, Australian Macworld, Network 
World, Mobile Business Australia, Reselle!, IDG Sources; 
AUSTRIA'S Computerwelt Oesterteich, PC Test; BRAZIL'S 
Computerworld, Gamepro, Game Power, Mundo IBM, 
Mundo Unix, PC World, Super Game; BELGIUM'S Data 
News ICW) BULGA RIA'S Computerworld Bulgari a, 
Ediworld, PC & Mac World Bulgaria, Network World 
Bulgaria; CANADA'S CIO Canada, Computerworld 
Canada, Graduate Compurerworld, InfoC.nada, Network 
World Canada; CHILE'S Campurerworld Chile, Informatic.; 
COLOMBIA'S Computerworld Colombl'; CZECH REPUlI-
LlC'S Computerworld, EleklIonik., PC World: DEN-
MARK 'S CAD/CAM WORLD, Communications World, 
Computerworld Danmark, LOTUS World, 
Produkthtalog, Macworld Danmark, PC World Danmark , 
PC World Produktguide, Windows World; ECUADOR'S PC 
World Ecuador; EGYPT'S Compute""odd (CWI Middle 
Eas t, PC World Middle East; FIN LAND 'S MikroPC, 
Tietoviikko, Tietoverkko; FRANCE'S Distributique, GOLD-
EN MAC, InfoPC, Languages & Systems, Le Guide du 
Monde Informatique, Le Monde Informatique, Telecoms & 
Reseaux; GERMANY'S Computerwoche, Comp t,rwoche 
Focus, Computerwoche Extra, Computerwoche Karriere, 
I"formanon Man'gemenr, Macwelt, Netzwelt, PC Welt, PC 
Woche, Pubhsh, Unit; GREECE'S Inf world, PC Game;; 
HUNGARY'S Computer world SZT, PC World; INDIA'S 
Compmers & Communications; IRELAND 'S 
Computerscope; ISRAEL'S Computerworld Israel, PC World 
Israel; ITALY'S Computerworld It.li., Lotus Magazine, 
Macworld [taU., Networking It.lia, P Shopping Italy, PC 
World Itali.; JAPAN' Computerworld Today, InformatIOn 
ystems World, Macworld ja pan , Ni kk el Personal 

Computing, Sun World japan, Windows World; KENYA'S 
East African Computer News; KOREA'S Computerworld 
Korea, Macworld Korea, PC World Korea; MEX ICO'S 
Compu Edicion, Compu Manuiactura, Computacion/Punto 
de Venra, Computerworld Mexico, MacWorld, Mundo Urux, 

PC World, Windows; THE NETHERLANDS' Computer! 
Totaal, Computa ble (CW), LAN Magazm • . "lacWorld, 
To!aal 'Windows'; NEW ZMLAND'S Computer Listings, 
Compucerworld New Zealand, New Zealand PC World: 
NIGEJUA'S PC Wvrld Africa; NORWAY'S Computerworld 
Norge, ClWcrld, Lotusworld Norge, Macworld \"orge, 
Networld, PC Wmld Ebp"'s, PC World Norge, PC World's 
Produktgillde, I'ublish& Multirn.:h. World, Student Data, 
UillX World, Windowsworld: IDG Direct Response; PANA-
MA'S PC World Panama; PERU' Compurerworld Peru, PC 
Wmld; PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA'S China 
Computerworid . China Infoworld, PC World China, 
Elemonics In ernational, Electronic Product World, China 
Network World; lOG HIGH TECH BEIJIKG'S New 
Product World; lOG SHF.NZHEK'S Computer 'ews Digest; 
PH ILIPPiNES ' Compurerworld Phd ipptne" PC Digest 
(PCW); POLA"lDS Compurerworl d Po land, PC 
World/Kompuw; PORTUGAL 'S Cmbto/PC World, 
Correio InformaticOIComputerworld, Maclo; ROMANIA'S 
Computerwo Id, PC World; RUSSIA'S Computerworld-
Moscow, Mil - Pc, Set'!' SLOVE 'IA'S MonHOt 
SOUTH AFRrCA'S Computer Mail (C IO),Compming 
S.}, .,Nerwork World S.A.: SPAIN 'S Amiga World , 
Comp ute rworld Espana. COllllnunicdClODes World, 
Macworld Espana, Ne>"'1WORLD, Super juesos MagaZine 
(GameProi, PC Wor ld Esp.n •. P"blish, Sunworld; SWE-
DEK'S Attack, ampu erSwe.den, Corporate Compuring. 
Lobla Natvcrk/LAN, LotllS World, Macworld, 
Mikrod.torn, PCWor!d, Pub lishing & Design (CAP), 
Datalngenioren, Maxi Data,Windows ,';;orld; SWITZER-
LAND'S Compurerworld Sehweiz, Macworld Sehweiz, PC 
KataJog, PC & Workstation; TAIWAN'S Computerworld 
Talloall, Globa l Computer Express , PC World Tai wan; 
THAILAND'S Thai Computerwo rld; TURK EY'S 
Computcrworld Monitor, Macworld Tul. iye, PC World 
Turki ye; UKRAINE.' Complltcrworld; UNITED KING-
DOM'S Computtng ICornputerworld, CollnexionlNetwork 
World , Lotus Magazme, Macworld, Open 
Comput inglSunworld; U"lITED STATES' Amiga World, 
Cable in the Classroom, CD Review, ero, Computerwodd, 
Desktop Video World, DOS Resource Gu.ide. Electronic 
Entertainment Magazine, Federa l Computer Week, Federal 
lntegrator, GamePro, lOG Books, Infoworld, Inio'Norld 
Direct, Laser E.vent, Mlcworld, Multim.edia World, Network 
World, NeXTWORLD, PC Letter, PC World, PIayRight, 
Power PC World, Publish, SunWorld, SWATPro , Video 
Event; VENEZUELA'S Compu terworld Venezuela , 
MicroComputm'"orid Venezuela; VfETNAM'S PC World 
Vietnam 

NEXTSTEP Careers 
NEXT STEP Careers is your best source to find expert programmers 
for your mission critical custom applications. With 30,000 NeXT-
WORlD Subscribers, we are the premiere publication for NEXTSTEP 
owners and analysts. 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERSIDEVELOPERS 
BOULDER * WESTPORT CT * HOUSTON * NEW YORK* D.C. 

SHL SYSTEMHOUSE is a leader in Object Oriented Systems Integration and Soft-
ware Development. We are seeking Object Technology Sofuvare professionals to 
join our Capital Markets and Trading Group, Object Technology Center (OTC), 
and Object University. At SHL Systemhouse Object Technology is a vision, a phi-
losophy and a well defined software development environment. 

Object career opportunities exist for Project Managers, Software Engineers and 
Business Development Professionals two or more years experience in Object Tech-
nology in a NeXTS1EP development environment For infonnation send your resume to 
Michelle Hayden, Dept. NW494, SHL Systemhouse 950 South Park Dr., 
Suite 200, Casselberry Florida 32707. (800) 769-8704 or Fax 407n67-5309 (VFM). 

Resumes invited: Unix and NeXTSTEP ConsultantslDevelopers with 
strong backgrounds in OOP/OOD. Experience with RDBMS/ 
OODBMS a plus. Resumes to Information Technology Solutions 500 
W. Madison 5T. Suite 2210 Chicago, IL 60661 or Email to resumes@ 
irs.com. No telephone calls please. 

Buy/Sell 
Buy and sell surplus and used NeXT 
hardware and peripherals. Dealers 
and individuals will get the most 
options and the best prices on the 
NeXlWORLD BLACK MARKET. 
Coming in May! 

Disks 
NeXT [cube] optical disks, 
unused, in original wrapping. 
Limited quantity. $25 each + plus 
ship, or $250/box of 10. 
(412) 683-2380. 

NeXTWORLD Classifieds reach the largest NeXT Market possible 
with a single ad. Place your ad in NEXTSTEP Careers, Buy/Sell, or 
under any heading for the same rate. 
Rate: $125 per column inch. There are seven lines per inch. Thirty-
six characters equal one line (include puncruation, letters and spaces 
as characters). 
To place your ad today ... 
Fill out this form and mail it or fax it to: 
NEXTWO RLD Classifieds 
501 2nd Street 
3rd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
FAX # 415/978-3196 
Issue Date: 
Name: 
Title: 
Company: 
Address: 

Phone 
For more information call Melissa Bigelow at 415/974-7383. 

An n rr 1 nn .f II ' VTlllnDln "l (' 
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VANISHING POI N T 

Ithough I wear several other hats besides my NeXTWORLD-
columnist fedora, I've never before been tempted to wear any of 
them in this space. But this month I'm here as vice-chairman of 
the Electronic Frontier Fow1dation (EFF), an organization that 

Mitch Kapor and I cofounded three years ago. 
EFF is about virtual liberty: freedoms of expression, privacy, assembly, 

community, and opportunity in the human environments that exist inside 
networked digital media. If you're a NEXTSTEP user, you probably know 
a lot about these "places." They lIe the native home of NEXTSTEP, the 
as designed for connectivity. 

I'm wearing this hat because I think you 
should know that the virtual terrain where you 
work is under attack by theU.S. government. 
It is conducting a campaign that may gravely 
affect the way your company does business, 
especially if you are in financial services or 
any other line that involves electronically trans-
mitting monetary values or sensitive data. 

At the urging of the FBI and NSA, the 
government has created a new Federal Infor-
mation Processing Standard based on an encryp-
tion chip of NSA design called Clipper. These agencies hope that a Clipper 
will eventually be installed in every telephone and computer system in the 
United States and that Clipper's secret encryption algorithm will be the stan-
dard that replaces DES for all secure transmissions. 

Unfortunately, it won't be very secure itself. The government will hold 
the decoding key to each chip. The keys themselves will be split into two 
pieces, one of which will be held in escrow by the Nationallnstitute of Stan-
dards and Technology, the other by the Treasury Department. Under some 
vaguely defined (and surely mutable) "lawful authority," lavv-enforcement 
officials may join these pieces and begin monitoring your commooications. 

If these communications are international, the NSA may also gain access 

to them, and its constraints on extracting the key pairs are not public infor-
mation.If you start using Clipper devices, your overseas customers may 
become fairly uneasy about the security of their transactions with you. And 
they should be. 

As it stands, Clipper is a voluntary standard, though it may become 
necessary for commwllcaring with such government bodies as the IRS. But 
the government hopes to suppress competing algorithms by maintaining its 
Cold War export embargo on robust encryption software or devices. 

The Electronic Frontier Foundation hopes you will fight the general 
deployment of the Clipper chip, and we 
believe that the best way to do so is through 
expanding the sale and use of other digital 
locks to which the government does not hold 
the keys. 

Because you work in an object-oriented 
environment, NEXT STEP developers may 
have an important role in this fight. Ask your 
colleagues overseas to develop encryption 
objects that employ a secure algorithm like 
RSA. You can import these objects and in-
corporate them into applications created here. 

We also strongly urge you to join our campaign to pass a bill in Congress 
that would force the government to lift the export embargo. Such a bill, 
H.R. 3627, has already been introduced by Rep. Maria Cantwell of Wash-
ington. E-mail in support of this measure can be sent to camwell@eff.org. 
We will print out these messages and pass them on to Congress. 

Whatever your feelings about the sort of woolly-headed civil-liberties 
concerns we at EFF have regarding Clipper, preventing its deployment may 
become critical to the future of your business. After all, when cryptography 
is outlawed, bayl bhgynjf jvyy unir cevinpl. • 

J 0 H N PER R y B AR lOW stands guard here each month. 

Cosmic Taskmaster 
by S COT T K I \-1 

Scheduling a compJex project is a challenge that can take on cosmic 
portions. To fill this need, Lighthouse Design created TaskMaster, software 
that helps you manage the time, people, and costs in a projeCt. 

At right is a simplified TaskMa ter window shm.ving 12 tasks number d 
1 through 12. Each task has a length in days and a list of predecessor tasks 
(possibly none) that must be fmishedbefore it can begin. Also shown a list 
of four people. Each person has a cust per use (the amount charged each 
time the person startS a new task} and a cost per day (the amount charged 
for each day of work). 

__ _________ _______ _ 

Your challenge is to assign the 12 rash to the four people so the entire pro-
jeer IS compJered within 20 days and the total C(u is not more than S8800. 

ta k must be assigned to one person working consecutive days. One 
person cannot do t\c\'O tasl at the same time. Record your answers In the 
blanks by writing the task numbers for each person. Write X for an emprj 
day. For instance, Earth<l mighr be 1, 12, 6, X. Extra credit: Ea h task cor-
responds to a sign of the wdia(; name rhe signs. 

Up ro ren luckj wilmers will rccei,'e a NeXTWORLD T-shirt. Address 
entries to Pt1zzJe Editor, NeXTWORLD, SOl Second St. San Francisco) 
CA 94107. Or fax us at 4 J5/978-3196. Entries must be received by April 
15, 1994. . 

The to "In a by Icst'll ' in the February i'sue are: PoJr-
gon. QtlJ.drilareral, Equilareral PQ!j'gon, Conve: Polygon; Conve Poly-
bon: Eqmangular Polygon, Trapezoid, Kite; Equiangular Polygon: Regular 

If .'3 PRCycle tin cans 
1/ Feed ttte cat 
5 Buy whIte sheets 

8 Complain about taxes 
g Photocopy articles 

11----"--+---- 1 

Polygon, Rt'cranglc\ Equilateral Polygon: Regular Polygon, Rhombus; Kite: 
Rhombus; Regular Polygon: Trapezoid; Parallelogram; Rhombus: 
Square; Quadrilateral: Trapezoid, Kite; Para lelogram: Rhombus, Rectan-

Rectangle: Square; Square: none. 
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YOUR CORPORATE SPREADSHEET SOLUTION 

----.-SA 
Scenario.' 

Wonder Widget vVholesalers, Inc. has its corporate headquarters and national sale organization in 
Chicago and 4 factory/dis tribution center, located in Atlanta, Boston, Phoeni.x and Seattle. 

Seattle: A manager uses Mesa to determine 
material and man-hour requirements needed to 
fulfill orders over the next month taking into 

account current imJentory fl'uels. 

• 
SEATTLE 

Phoenix: The production department catches and 
fixes a quality prob/em within minutes based on real 

timeproducti9n line information fed into ivlesa. 

Probleln.· 
\VW'N must balance production against inven ory and demand. Managers must react 

quickly to quality tluctuations . Salespeople must cos t products to stay competitive. 
Executives need a real-world view of new product introductions in an easy to understand format. 

Solution.' 
Wonder vVidget Wholesalers uses Me a to track production, to update factory output in 
real ri me, to model costs and generate sales quotes, and to query the corporate database to 

easily generate reports and graphs based on current and historical information. 

• 

Chicago: The IvlIS departmmt has dn.'eloped a custom 
Executive bformation application that uses Mesa to query tbe 

(Qrporate database. build graphs, and print reports. A1esa S 
Object Library Inteiface (MOLn mad" de've/oping this appli-
cation easl' through Palettized spreadsheet and graph Objects. 

• 
PHOENIX ATLANTA 

Boston: A corporate lISes Mesa to prediL! 
future product demand based all historical data 

queried from the corporate database . 

Atlanta: A salesperson IIses Aiesa to build a quote 
for a customer based on current costs of productifJn, 

labor costs. and other variables 50 that WWW 
makes a profit yet still has a competitive price. 

Mesa leverages the strengths of each ofWVvVv's workers by giving them an easy, powerful tool to access 
corporate data, to manipulate and report that data, to exchange worksheets, and to integrate into 

WWW's custom application and executive information system framework. For WWW, Mesa is more 
than a spreadsheet, Mesa is an integral part of the corporate information structure, 

SQL QIeries' MOLI-Mesa Object Library 
Interface· Accepts Real Time Data Feeds 

File Compatability with Excel3.0'fl." 1-2-3m
, 

SYLK'fI." and 20/20fl\! 

Float ing Marcge:' and ava lab le 
ava lat·le 

17 St. Maris Courr, Bo, on, 02146 USA 

1 , 8 0 0 . 9 4 9 . 1\1 E S A 
1.617.i34.6372 • fax.1.61i.734.1l30 • info@'a thena.com 

Mesa, the best-selling NEXTSTEpn1 spreadsheet, runs on NEXTSTEP for Motorola Tl1 and Inter' processors. 
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Hierarchical Reports 
Create multi-level 
hierarchical reports of 
arbitrary complexity. 
Titles and labels can 
repeat on each level. 

Cross Tables 
Multi-directional data 
replication allows 
creation of cross tabular 
and other complex 
report sections. 

Custom Elements 
Build your own palettes 
of report display 
elements. Customize 
the look of your report. 

Rotated Elements too! 

Cell Regeneration Trial Report 
Sample NS-93 

Regrowth Cross Tabulation 
Trial ABC D 
1 54 
255 
3 4 3 2 
4 5 4 

Summary: NS·93 Accelerated 
Depth(mm) 

Trial Start End A 
1 7. 16 6.16 1.00 
2 8.23 5.94 2.29 
3 7.52 6.28 ' 1.24 
4 6.96 6.50 0.46 

. {), ( 24 

Regrowth Distribution 

Regrowth Codes 
A full Regrowth' 
S ;'Partial Regeneratlon 
C " Cell Accep18.nce 
D . Ceil'Rejection 

Days 16: . Lli 
27.4 0.24 
35.4 1.05 
32 2 0.00 
19.3 0.78 
Avg. Dev. 0.50 

- Notes -
This trial was extremely 
sucessful in showing the 
regenerative potential of 
Serum N5-93. We 
recommend going to full 
human study as soon as 
possible. 

Confidential· Do Not Distribute Page 1 of 4 2:11am 711111993 

Static Images 
Include logos, 

graphics, text and 
other static artwork 

in the report layout. 
These will replicate as 

the report grows. 

Complex Analytics 
Create formulas 

dependant on data or 
other calculations that 

are described earlier 
or later. in the report 

Rich Text . 
Retrieve formatted 

text (RTF) from the 
database. 

The DBKit™ Report Writer 
lInpress™ is the missing piece of the 
DBKit. NeXT supplied the tools to create 
custom database applications but what 
you need are account statements, 
analytical reports, form letters and 
mailing labels. On paper. \Vithout writing 
a program or learning PostScript®, 

everything from simple tables to multi-
page hierarchical documents. Retrieve 
data with point & click query tools. 
Construct complex reports with an 
extensible scripting language. 

Impress lets you easily create reports 
from any DBKit accessible database. Use 
\I\lYSIWYG layout tools to produce 
Jmp!'''JS a!ld SJi/lirlFieidPalme urI' /I'w lel,wr( 10/ Ohjecn\,f 
Ille DBKi/ is a !rode/llOl 'k oj NeXT. Inc. PUS/SI ril" is II I'tgi.w!'ed Tmi/emar'k 
olAilohe Sy.l/em.\ hit. 

Circle 38 on reader service card 

Buy Impress and let Objective 
Technologies finish the job NeXT began. 
Report writing was never so easy. 
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